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Executive Summary

Houston Independent School District (HISD) and 8 Million Stories (8MS), a non-profit

organization dedicated to "transform[ing] the lives of vulnerable youth through education, skills training,

employment, and authentic relationships," have joined forces to form The HISD REAL Program. The HISD

REAL Program stands for Reimagining MY Education and Life.

The HISD REAL Program does not have a systematic system for collecting and analyzing data

about its impact and student support. Stakeholder input is sought to address different student needs.

Without understanding its impact, the program cannot ensure its objectives are met, particularly with

respect to the decline in young people, particularly among young men of color, and the increase in

school-to-prison pipelines. The HISD REAL Program aims to create a student-centered learning

environment, distinct from traditional schools' one-size-fits-all approach. Data collection is essential to

provide targeted support and prevent adverse outcomes for youth. The program has been implemented

for four months, and a systematic assessment is needed. Through the results of this program, the Texas

Education Agency (TEA) can influence changes in the school system and encourage other districts to

implement similar programs.

The success of The REAL Program depends on a wide range of factors, including program goals,

mission, vision, student involvement, participation, and the program environment. The HISD REAL

Program was analyzed and compared with similar initiatives in the field using the conceptual framework,

Self-Determination Theory (SDT), which provided a framework for understanding and improving the

program. SDT emphasizes intrinsic motivation and the need for autonomy, competence, and relatedness

to foster student engagement and success. By implementing SDT principles, educators can create an

environment that promotes student motivation, engagement, and academic achievement. Aligning The

HISD REAL Program with SDT can help optimize its impact on students.
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The three research questions addressed include; How effectively does The HISD REAL Program,

as designed and delivered, align with its stated mission, vision, and goals?; How, if at all, does a student's

perception of school change due to participating in The HISD REAL Program?; What factors impact a

student's choice of being involved in The HISD REAL Program?

Three surveys were developed by The HISD REAL Program to provide stakeholders with the

opportunity to share their perceptions of the program. Surveys were developed and distributed to

students, parents, and staff. There were a total of 49 survey responses; 33 students, seven parents, and

nine staff. We analyzed the surveys based on the research questions to see where the areas of

improvement were. In addition, the organization provided documents for analysis. These documents

included job descriptions, websites, the Operating Policies and Procedures Manual, professional

development session agendas, an impact overview, emails, pictures, social media posts, and more.

Through data analysis, our findings included:

● There is not yet a full alignment of The HISD REAL Program with the stated mission and

vision.

● The Human Resources department has a strong approach to diversity, but structural gaps

remain.

● The HISD REAL Program is developing a practice of using data to establish and progress

monitor improvement efforts and strategic priorities at multiple levels.

● The HISD REAL Program, community and partner engagement, is strong. However,

communication with parents and the community must be more proactive and

informative.

● Students in The HISD REAL Program motivation has increased due to the program

components and support from staff.
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Based on the findings, the recommendations proposed are as follows:

● Establish collective accountability systems and structures to ensure progress toward the

desired future state based on a shared understanding of and investment in The HISD

REAL Program's mission, vision, and theory of change.

● Improve recruitment, hiring, and retention of staff across all positions by developing new

strategies.

● Ensure staff feedback and evaluation structures are aligned with organizational priorities

by providing opportunities for professional learning, development, and ongoing support.

● Develop an equity-centered, data-informed culture throughout the organization by

developing data management plans, key performance indicators, and practices.

● Develop a communication system that fosters relationships with all parents, particularly

marginalized populations.

● Develop a Student Motivation Plan to increase student academic and social-emotional

success.

As a result of the study's findings and recommendations, The HISD REAL Program will be able to

strategically plan its second year based on immediate, short-term, and long-term suggestions.
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Introduction

The partnering organizations for this project include Eight Million Stories (8MS) and the Houston

Independent School District (HISD). 8MS and HISD have joined together to develop The HISD REAL

Program (Reimagining My Education and Life), hoping to impact and support students academically,

emotionally, and mentally that are close to graduation or graduation equivalency, but struggle due to

various circumstances. The HISD REAL Program requires insight into the program's progress since it does

not have a data tracking source. The purpose of this project was to develop a systematic approach to

monitor progress and improve the program.

Organizational Context

Eight Million Stories (8MS), founded in 2017, is an independent 503c organization that aims to

"transform the lives of vulnerable youth through education, skills training, employment, and authentic

relationships" and "destruct" the school-to-prison pipeline (8 Million Stories, 2022). The main focus of

8MS is for students grades 9 through 12, including those in the justice system, homeless, foster care,

etc., to be college and career ready, receive social/emotional support, and break generational poverty.

Various programs within 8MS focus on the unique needs of the community and, in particular, the

members within that program. Some 8MS programs include 8MS Ed, 8MS Works, Sons of Promise,

REACH, and The HISD REAL Program.

The HISD (Houston Independent School District)

REAL Program (Reimaging my Education and Life), also

referred to as The HISD REAL Academy, motivates and

inspires students who wish to attend college while

acknowledging that some are likely to start their careers

right after school. The HISD REAL Program prepares students for high-paying, high-demand jobs with
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upward mobility upon graduation. The HISD REAL Program currently partners with six high schools

(Madison, Yates, Worthing, Wheatley, Milby, and Chavez) located on Houston, Texas's East and South

sides. Graduation coaches and counselors from high schools identify students who may need extra

support or different educational environments to be in the program. After referrals, the students

complete an interview and must be part of all the extracurricular and enrichment programs. There are

also a couple of open houses where students can come in and self-select into the program.

The HISD REAL Program has gone from serving 12 to almost 70 students, with hopes of

continuously increasing enrollment. The HISD REAL Program hit max capacity in enrollment within its

first four months and exceeded the district's expectations. They are in the early stages of conversations

around scaling to serve more students in the coming years, and they have begun discussions of bringing

this learning model into other Texas districts.

Houston Independent School District’s (HISD) mission is "to provide all students with the tools

necessary to reach their full potential," but it has had recent challenges re-engaging disconnected

students. HISD defines disconnected students as those at the greatest risk of dropping out or have

already dropped out of school. In August 2021, 5,440 high school students did not return to HISD. As of

April 2022, 2,067 of the students were still unaccounted for. This large number of unaccounted students

is a key motivator for The HISD REAL Program implementation.

HISD saw that 8MS was having success through their program 8MS Ed, which aims to “complete

[student] education, embark on job readiness and career training, and [offer] various wraparound

services that may be needed for youth in transition or at risk” (8 Million Stories, 2022). From this, HISD

contacted 8MS to develop The HISD REAL Program.

A partnership between 8MS and HISD launched The HISD REAL Program in the Summer of 2022.

The goals of this program are to support students through a holistic learning experience by completing

their high school equivalency (diploma or GED) through personalized graduation plans, receiving job
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training, social and emotional services, college and career advising, full-scape wraparound services, up to

two years of support post-graduation, and more. The target grade level participants are 11th and

12th-grade students. The average high school student requires between 22 and 26 credits to graduate.

Currently, students who enter the program have between zero and 12 credits, with most having between

six and eight credits.

The HISD REAL Program Press Release

We are partnering and analyzing the status of The HISD REAL Program, a collaboration between

HISD and 8MS. Our primary contact is Marvin Pierre, the Co-Founder and Executive Director of 8MS. This

project aims to analyze The HISD REAL Program, using HISD as a sample of the population of schools

utilizing the program.
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Strategic Approach/Pillars

One of the key aspects of The HISD REAL Program is its organizational strategy and approach. It is

based on the belief that “the future you imagine is possible with The HISD REAL Program” (Virtual

learning options / The HISD REAL Program). The program's primary goals are students' ability to recover

credits, make The HISD REAL Program-life connections, and take another path to graduation. During the

discussion with Mr. Pierre, he highlighted the importance of “Love is the foundation” and “Meet students

where they are” (Eininger et al., M, Personal Communication, August 27, 2022).

The HISD REAL Program Flyer

Problem of Practice

The HISD REAL Program does not currently have a systematic process to collaborate, identify,

collect, and analyze data regarding proof points of impact and support of student needs. The goal of this

project was to obtain feedback from major stakeholders to see where improvements could be made

within the program to best meet student needs in all areas (i.e., academic, social, emotional, etc.).
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Without a clear understanding of the program's impact on young people, The HISD REAL

Program cannot be certain that it is meeting its objectives. The school-to-prison pipeline is sweeping

disproportionately high numbers of youth into the criminal justice system resulting in schools,

communities, and the workplace losing young people, especially young men of color, due to

zero-tolerance policies and in-school policing (8 Million Stories). Consequently, many juveniles on

probation or parole are sent to prison for life, thus beginning a lifelong cycle of poverty and

incarceration. Youth in juvenile justice who lack support struggle with employment prospects after their

release from prison, struggle to integrate back into society, and have a high recidivism rate. Collecting

data will allow us to see how we can positively and more accurately provide needs to prevent youth from

entering the justice system, becoming homeless, entering foster care, not being college and

career-ready, not receiving social/emotional support, and being in poverty.

When speaking with Mr. Pierre, he explained that The HISD REAL Program aims not to be a one

size fits all model and wishes to create an environment where students can learn to be leaders and enjoy

learning. Unfortunately, schools continue to teach in a one size fits all model, which makes learning less

engaging and fun for students. We hope to learn through The HISD REAL Program where changes need

to be made in school systems to reach disconnected and disengaged students.

The HISD REAL Program has only been implemented since Summer 2022, and 8MS has yet to be

able to assess its progress adequately. In addition, they need a systematic approach to collecting and

analyzing data. If 8MS can determine their impact, they will be able to make changes to better provide

an alternative pathway for students who might not succeed in our traditional schools. Mr. Pierre also

communicated that he would utilize our findings to help the school district rethink what is being learned

in schools and for the Texas Education Agency (TEA) to see the program and create grants and policies

allowing other school districts to create more programs like theirs.
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Stakeholders

Stakeholders for this project are dispersed among three groups: students, parents, and staff.

Students are the core stakeholders in this program. Past, present, and future students take leadership

responsibilities in decision-making within The HISD REAL Program. As a result, their voices play a pivotal

role in how the program is run.

Staff included as stakeholders associated with this project are the teachers, administrative staff,

board of directors, program manager, director of operations, operations associate, parent and student

engagement specialist, student support manager, director of education and job readiness, academic case

managers, and transition coordinator. These key stakeholders help determine how the program will run

to meet its goals best while adhering to proper rules and regulations. An outline of the staff stakeholders

is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: 8MS Organization Chart
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Parents were included among the stakeholders to understand how they hoped the program

would succeed. Acknowledging parents allowed for a better understanding of the background

information of the students and the potential purpose of involvement with The HISD REAL Program.

Synthesis of Evidence

In the following section, we examined relevant literature pertaining to student needs, student

motivation, and its relationship to engagement in high school completion. We leveraged these bodies of

literature to utilize the Self-Determination Theory (SDT) framework that guided our research. The

researched topics explored the various factors influencing why students struggle with not completing

high school.

High-Risk Youths Not Completing High School or Equivalent

StatisticBrain.com (2014) found that 8,300 students drop out of high school each day, equaling

3,030,000 students annually, with 36% dropping out in ninth grade (Williams, 2019, p.77). In 2009, the

national dropout rate was between 22-25% and was higher among Black and Hispanic students (Tyler &

Lofstrom, 2009). Nationally, students who traditionally attend alternative high schools are described as

at-risk or wounded, who, by their circumstances, are statistically more likely than others to fail

academically or who are beyond the point of “at-risk” and “suffer from hopelessness” (Williams, 2019,

p.77). Typical characteristics of high school dropouts or disengaged students include students that are

quiet, jaded, uninvolved, have personal challenges, have had negative experiences, and have ineffective

or nonexistent support (Bowers & Sprott, 2012; Flores & Brown, 2019). Other characteristics include

“retention in grade level, poor attendance, behavioral problems, low socioeconomic status or poverty,

unsatisfactory achievement, substance abuse, teenage pregnancy… ethnic minorities, academically

disadvantaged, disabled, characterized by low socioeconomic status, experienced trauma, or on a
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probationary condition over past behavioral issues” (Williams, 2019, p.77). Other variables included

when addressing students on the verge of dropping out are mobility and attitude toward school

(Christenson & Thurlow, 2004). Incorporating inclusive practices will give students equal opportunities

and support to decrease minority disparities (Dunning-Lozano, 2016). Alternative education

opportunities also raise awareness of social justice and social inequality issues (Mills et al., 2016).

Christenson and Thurlow (2004) found five critical considerations to prevent dropouts, including:

1. understanding dropout as a process that occurs over time,

2. considering the role of context and various risk and protective factors,

3. focusing on alterable variables that educators can influence,

4. promoting engagement and a positive orientation toward completion, and

5. relying on empirical evidence to determine the effectiveness of interventions.

Alternative education programs help students at risk of dropping out of school by providing

personalized instruction, allowing for flexible learning schedules, supporting student needs, and giving

individualized support (Nada et al., 2020). There is an increasing demand to meet our students' needs in

the best way that will allow them to succeed, and this has led to the development of many different

studies and programs being opened to meet the needs of students (De la Ossa, 2005). When

environments are designed for disadvantaged and struggling students, students are given the ability to

build self-confidence, foster agency, and obtain active participation in their educational process

(McGregor et al., 2015).

Student Needs

Alternative high schools “provide opportunities for a unique population of students who do not

find success in traditional schools” (Williams, 2019, p.77). Researchers found that programs with limited

access to resources and support systems for students result in educational inequality for students of
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minorities (Dunning-Lozano, 2016). The educational success of all students requires attention to both

social and emotional learning and academics through cognitive, psychological, and behavioral

engagement (Christenson & Thurlow, 2004). "Effective alternative high schools service the whole child -

academically, socially, emotionally, and developmentally" (Williams, 2019, p. 77). Focusing on the whole

child and incorporating Social Emotional Learning (SEL) gives students a better ability to “acquire and

effectively apply the knowledge, attitudes, and skills necessary to understand and manage emotions, set

and achieve positive goals, feel and show empathy for others, establish and maintain positive

relationships, and make responsible decisions” (Domitrovich et al., 2017, p. 408). Social and emotional

support must be provided, such as coping skills, promoting positive social interactions, and focusing on

mental health issues (Edgar-Smith & Palmer, 2015).

Williams (2019) explained that wrap-around services are vital to the success of students and

their needs in order to be successful. Wrap-around services include positive relationships, supportive

safety nets, counseling services, a food pantry, a toiletry pantry, laundry services, a bus pass bank, and

post-secondary plans. Positive relationships mean there are meaningful, positive, and caring members to

give students access, support, and opportunity (emotionally and instructional) in a positive, healthy, and

trusting manner. Those who struggle in school benefit from access to individualized education, flexibility,

support, and resources to meet their unique needs academically, socially, emotionally, and mentally

(McGregor et al., 2015). Supportive safety nets include daily monitoring of attendance, offering online

and traditional classes, providing rigorous and engaging practices, tutoring, counseling, cultural

activities, college and career exposure, and giving students the ability to make schooling a priority

through flexible class schedules in order for them to attend and thrive in school (Williams, 2019, p.78).

Students' sense of belonging should be supported through relationships with other students and

teachers, inclusive activities, and a comfortable learning environment, which enhances their sense of

being part of a team and pride in learning (Hofer et al., 2021). The feeling of belonging and being
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connected enhances students' motivation and engagement (Ryan & Deci, 2000). Counseling services

would include students have social workers, psychologists, counselors, behavior interventionists, and

specialists available when needed (Williams, 2019, p. 78). Focusing on post-secondary plans includes

providing waivers for college application fees, giving opportunities to attend college visits and tours,

having a Federal Student Aid Day (where assistance filling out forms would be available), and ensuring

exam (SAT, ACT, GED) help is available (Williams, 2019, p.78).

Programs and Alternative Routes to Achieve Graduation or Equivalency

Bowers and Sprott (2012) suggest that the typical approach to receiving a high school diploma or

equivalency might be difficult for high-risk youths. Christenson and Thurlow (2004) found that the most

effective intervention programs identify and track youth at risk for school failure, maintain a focus on

students' progress toward educational standards across the school years, and are designed to address

indicators of student engagement and impact enrollment status. Different intervention strategies, such

as academic tutoring, positive ways to connect with school, flexible schedules, and alternative

graduation routes, have shown success in high-risk youths (Bowers & Sprott, 2012). Alternative schools

possess factors such as the ability to develop better relationships, have relevant and meaningful

curricula, provide personalized approaches to student learning, have supportive environments, teach

accountability, and give opportunities to empower students (Lind, 2013). However, programs throughout

the country have started to achieve the mission of best meeting student needs and ensuring

opportunities for success. Regarding our study, we have found that many essential pieces contribute to a

successful program.

To meet participant needs best, alternative programs should have close mentoring and

monitoring of students, parent outreach, and attention to students' out-of-school problems as critical

components of successful alternative programs (Tyler & Lofstrom, 2009). Some programs involve early
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and sustained intervention, addressing student, parent, school, and community factors, emphasizing

student engagement and competencies, and being comprehensive and personalized (Christenson &

Thurlow, 2004). Multiple programs have also focused on building relationships with teachers, parents,

and peers and include systematic monitoring of the student's performance, problem-solving skills,

opportunities for success in schoolwork, a caring and supportive environment, and help with personal

problems (Christenson & Thurlow, 2004).

In one study, students communicated that school size, class size, personal attention,

relationships, and public perceptions significantly influenced their perceptions of their education (De la

Ossa, 2005). Hofer et al. (2021) found that students generally felt that their needs were being met if their

program fostered basic psychological needs for autonomy, belonging, and competence, positively

impacting their relationships, well-being, and learning. Students having social belonging and school

connectedness decreased student exclusion and loneliness, which influences a student’s overall

well-being (Tomova et al., 2021). Giving students a flexible schedule, allowing them to work at their own

pace, and having teachers be supportive and able to work one-on-one with students, ensuring they are

respected as individuals, has proven successful in alternative programs (Speckhard, 1993). A study found

that giving students a choice led to enhanced respect among students and teachers, reduced stress, and

increased motivation for school (Hofer et al., 2021). Student choice seems to be an important factor

associated with them achieving success in many aspects of their lives. Alternative high school settings

allow students to have a voice and allow them to further develop their abilities, skills, knowledge, and

agency to succeed in academic and personal settings (Lind, 2013).

Findings have contributed to SDT research by giving equal weight to psychological needs,

examining how basic psychological needs can be met through participation in alternative programs, and

giving students a voice and opportunity to communicate their perspectives (Hofer et al., 2021).

Alternative schools can create a supportive environment, climate, and culture, which can help students
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develop a sense of belonging, connection, understanding, ownership, motivation, engagement,

academic achievement, involvement, well-being, and interest in their learning (Duke & Tenuto, 2020;

Edgar-Smith & Palmer, 2015; Edgar-Smith & Palmer, 2015; Flores & Brown, 2019).

Conceptual Framework

De la Ossa (2005) explained that alternative schools should be a key component in restructuring

public education for all students to "have a fighting chance to succeed in school." Alternative schools

should focus on these three questions, How do alternative high schools approach meet the needs of

students?, How do alternative high school students perceive their educational experience?, and How can

alternative high schools impact student reform, including public perceptions?.

Many factors, concepts, and variables play critical roles in ensuring The HISD REAL Program is

successful, including program goals, mission, vision, student involvement, participation, and the

environment in which the program occurs. It is appropriate to use conceptual frameworks to understand

the area of inquiry so relationships between these variables can be used to analyze and compare The

HISD REAL Program with similar initiatives in the field. Identifying the components of a successful

student program through the conceptual framework gave insight into how The HISD REAL Program could

be improved to better meet its goals and to succeed in becoming a more effective program.

The major conceptual framework selected for this study was Self-Determination Theory (SDT)

(Ryan & Niemiec, 2009). This framework directly correlates to the student and The HISD REAL Program’s

achievement in obtaining goals. This framework influences how The HISD REAL Program is designed to

run, the participation and involvement of students, the program environment, and how student

perceptions of education and their futures are influenced and changed through this program.

An important part of SDT is the idea that individuals are intrinsically motivated to engage in

rewarding, enjoyable, and fulfilling activities. SDT states that individuals must be able to experience
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autonomous, competent, and related motives in order to experience intrinsic motivation. Autonomy is

defined as the feeling of control over one's own life and decisions. Individuals feel competent when they

feel they can perform tasks and achieve goals. Individuals desire a sense of belonging and a sense of

connection to others, which aligns with relatedness.

SDT recommends that to foster intrinsic motivation in students and teachers, an environment

that fosters autonomy, competence, and relatedness is required. Students can be more engaged and

perform better in their learning when teachers provide them with a sense of control, choice, voice, and

provide opportunities to enhance their skills and knowledge (Ryan & Niemiec, 2009). As students

experience mastery and accomplishment, their effort and feeling of being supported will sustain further

effort (Ryan & Niemiec, 2009). Teachers who implement SDT principles to motivate students in a

classroom are more likely to see them engaged in their learning, achieve greater academic success, be

happier, build confidence, encourage decision-making, and build competence, positively influencing the

student’s “identity, goal-setting, and educational pursuits” (Mortimer, 2023; Taylor et al., 2012, p. 625).

SDT is a model that can help educators understand and promote motivation. Figure 2 shows how SDT

and The HISD REAL Program align to best impact the student.

Figure 2: Self-Determination Theory (SDT) and The HISD REAL Program Connection
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Project Questions

During the analysis of The HISD REAL Program, project questions were designed to guide the

project to determine whether the program met its mission, vision, and goals, developed by the 8MS lead

team, to the fullest extent possible. In addition to helping to determine the program's impact on

students' perceptions of school and mental health, the questions provided insight into what factors

influenced the involvement of students in the program. Analyzing and using the responses to the

questions allowed the organization to gain valuable insights into The HISD REAL Program and identified

areas for improvement, allowing them to assess the program's effectiveness and identified areas for

improvement. This project was framed with the literature and framework by providing a basis for

comparing similar programs, determining best practices for student programs, and defining an effective

student program. As a result, the organization can make informed decisions about how to improve The

HISD REAL Program in a way that helps it achieve its goals, mission, and vision best.

According to the SDT, intrinsic motivation and the satisfaction of basic psychological needs for

autonomy, competence, and relatedness are crucial factors for improving educational outcomes.

Students need opportunities to feel autonomous, competent, and connected in a motivating learning

environment. Therefore, the SDT framework led us to the following project questions:

● How effectively does The HISD REAL Program, as designed and delivered, align with its stated

mission, vision, and goals? The answer to this question is relevant because the program’s

mission, vision, and goals directly correlate to the student’s experience in the program, which

aligns with the SDT framework regarding student motivation.

● How, if at all, does a student's perception of school change due to participating in The HISD

REAL Program? This question is relevant because the SDT framework suggests that a motivating

learning environment can positively impact students' intrinsic motivation.
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● What factors impact a student's choice of being involved in The HISD REAL Program? This

question is relevant because the SDT framework highlights the importance of basic psychological

needs, such as autonomy, competence, and relatedness, in promoting intrinsic motivation.

Understanding the factors that impact students' motivation can help educators create a more

motivating learning environment.

Project Design

The leaders of The HISD REAL Program communicated that they wanted to understand what

aspects of the program were going well and where changes could be made to best meet the student’s

needs in all areas. They developed surveys to better understand the perspectives of students, parents,

and staff stakeholders within the organization (See Appendix A, B, and C). While gathering this data, they

wanted us to analyze certain trends to determine the program's next steps.

The program distributed the surveys, and responses were passed on and analyzed by us as

unbiased participants. We looked at the responses to see if, eventually, the program obtained its desired

outcome of having students develop into contributing members of society. When all data was collected

and evaluated, we developed an outline of implementation to where improvements can be made within

the program.

Data Collection

To best answer our research questions, we utilized the data received from online surveys that

The HISD REAL Program facilitated to students, parents, and staff regarding the program. We used

participatory research and ethnography by analyzing the surveys for our data collection. If we were

unable to gather enough information or needed more details, our contingency plan was to conduct
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interviews with staff members. However, interviews were not our first data resource and were not done

because they would limit the number of responses and data gathered in our given timeframe.

The HISD REAL Program created and administered surveys to distribute to students, staff, and

parents to gather information and feedback regarding the program. There were three versions of the

surveys: student, parent, or staff. The survey window was from Tuesday, March 28th, 2023, to Friday,

April 14, 2023. Students were given the opportunity to complete the survey during schooling hours. Of

the 53 registered students, 33 participated in the survey, yielding a 62.26% response rate. The staff and

parent surveys were emailed, with nine staff and seven parent responses. Staff members were given the

option to complete the emailed survey during a meeting.

Each survey took approximately 45-60 minutes to complete. The HISD REAL Program agreed to

only share aggregate data with us to analyze and determine findings and recommendations on improving

the organization's overall success by providing better implementation programs, practices, and

initiatives.

In order to collect responses to the survey, Google Forms was used as the tool of choice, which is

a secure cloud-based survey platform that can be accessed by any internet-connected device to record

responses to the survey. The directions on the survey reminded students, parents, and staff that

participation was voluntary and that their responses would remain confidential.

We utilized the data collected from The HISD REAL Program surveys because it focused on the

desired focus areas brought to our attention by the organization. The survey results provided adequate

information along with the documents submitted for us to properly evaluate whether the program was

aligned with its mission, values, and goals. There was no change from the original plan related to data

collection. Since The HISD REAL Program provided data and documents, we faced no challenges related

to data collection impacting the validity of our findings.
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There were also documents submitted by The HISD REAL Program which reflected the program's

vision, mission, and goals, as well as the components of the program and the student curriculum for The

HISD REAL Program. This included websites, policies, job descriptions, parent communication, academic

calendar, school day schedule, student artifacts, photos, films, flyers, and school social media posts.

Project Question Rationale Data Collection Plan

How effectively does The
HISD REAL Program, as
designed and delivered,

align with its stated
mission, vision, and goals?

● How and if the mission, vision, and goals
are being executed.

● This program is new; therefore, no
evaluation has been done to see the
effectiveness of implementation.

Surveys and
Documents from
the organization

How, if at all, does a
student’s perception of
school change due to

participating in The HISD
REAL Program?

● If and how the inputs put in place impact
the desired outcomes.

● We want to see if this is making a
difference.

Surveys and
Documents from
the organization

What factors impact a
student’s choice of being
involved in The HISD REAL

Program?

● Better understanding of the reasoning
behind why the students are in the
program.

Surveys and
Documents from
the organization

Participant Recruitment and Sample

As of February 2023, The HISD REAL Program had 53 students enrolled between the ages of 16

and 21. All students had six to ten credits or less, and there were six personnel. The staff consisted of

eight teachers, two academic success coaches focusing on credit recovery, one guidance counselor

focusing on social-emotional learning support and groups, one career coach to ensure the students are

job ready, and a director of programs who oversees the entirety of The HISD REAL Program. In addition,

parents were given surveys to give input on how they have seen the program impacting students. These

individuals were given a survey to evaluate how The HISD REAL Program was being run and individual

perceptions of the current components of the program.
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Data Instruments

Three surveys were developed by the leaders of The HISD REAL Program, including Mr. Pierre. A

survey was created for three category groups: students, parents, and staff. Participants completed a

survey with questions regarding their individual demographics and perceptions regarding The HISD REAL

Program. Aggregate results were communicated to the consulting team to evaluate where potential

changes could be made within the program to develop the program further.

Each survey (See Appendix A, B, and C) consisted of multiple choice, short answer, and Likert

scale questions. Multiple choice questions focused on the demographics of the individual. The short

answer questions asked participants to elaborate on their perceptions of The HISD REAL Program. The

short answer questions focused on involvement, ideas on improvements, favorite components, change,

and alignment with The HISD REAL Program's vision, mission, and goals. The Likert scale questions

focused on student motivation and more simplistic questions about the overall perspective of the

students and the program.

The student survey (See Appendix A) included 40 questions that were chosen to assess the three

study variables.Of the 40 questions, 28 were multiple choice, and 12 were short answer. 75% (21) of the

multiple-choice questions asked students to rate their personal perceptions of school and their

experiences on a Likert Scale. These questions were similarly adapted to the parent and staff surveys to

see the alignment.

The parent survey (See Appendix B) included 38 questions that were chosen to assess the three

study variables. Of the 38 questions, 26 were multiple-choice, and 12 were short answer. 73.10% (19) of

the multiple choice questions were ratings on a Likert Scale relating to the student survey questions

about the parent's perspectives of their student's motivation and inclusion of The HISD REAL Program.

The staff survey (See Appendix C) items included 30 questions that were chosen to assess the

three study variables. Of the 30 questions, 20 were multiple choice, and 10 were short answer. 65% (13)
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of the multiple choice questions were staff ratings on a Likert Scale relating to the questions from the

student surveys, answering about the staff’s perspectives of their student's motivation and inclusion of

The HISD REAL Program.

The surveys comprised three measures: demographics, program evaluation, and motivation,

which were altered to fit the appropriate group of participants. For the student survey, the program

evaluation measure contained six questions. An example item was “How do you feel about the REAL

program? What are you excited about? What are you not excited about?.” For the parent survey, the

program evaluation measure contained 11 questions. An example item from the Likert question portion

was “My student will graduate from high school or a graduation equivalency.” For the staff survey, the

program evaluation measure contained seven questions. An example item was “What components or

activities have been most influential for The HISD REAL Program?.” (See Appendix A, B, and C)

For the student survey, the student motivation evaluation measure contained 14 questions. An

example item was “By attending The HISD REAL Program, how has your educational experience been

affected?.” For the parent survey, the student motivation evaluation measure contained 12 questions. An

example item was “How have you seen a difference in your student since he or she started attending the

REAL program?.” For the staff survey, the student motivation evaluation measure contained ten

questions. An example item was “How do you motivate your students?.” (See Appendix A, B, and C).

Within each survey, we evaluated all variables with open responses, interval measures, and a

5-point Likert scale ranging from 1 = Strongly disagree to 5 = Strongly agree. As a result of the compiled

questions from all surveys, we were able to make a proper analysis regarding an evaluation of The HISD

REAL Program and student motivation. In addition to the measurement survey questions, we collected

student, parent, and staff demographic data as self-reported information, including race, gender identity,

employment status, and age (See Appendix A, B, and C).
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Documents were shared with us, including overviews, agendas, job descriptions, flyers, social

media, etc., to assist our evaluation. The artifacts were shared via email and Google Drive to ensure we

would have adequate access to all helpful documents to use in our analysis.

Data Collection and Analysis Timeline

An outline of the data collection and analysis timeline is shown in Figure 3. Our team was able to stick to

the timeline accurately throughout the entirety of the process.

Figure 3: Data Collection and Analysis Timeline

Data Analysis and Results

The survey analysis depended on the responses obtained. All perspectives and input were

analyzed to determine how The HISD REAL Program meets its desired outcomes. The evaluation

specifically looked at the program's running and how it met various needs of the students to best

prepare them for the future.

We looked for evidence supporting that The HISD REAL Program was adequately and

appropriately designed and aligned to meet the mission, vision, and goals, seeing how student

perceptions were changing due to participation in the program and what factors were impacting

students' involvement with the program. Focusing on these ideals, we used deductive reasoning while
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analyzing the data. We looked for major themes in the documents and surveys and developed specific

conclusions based on the findings.

When analyzing the surveys, we categorized qualitative short-response questions and

color-coded them based on how the responses aligned with our three research questions (See Appendix

D). Once the questions were organized, we looked for common themes and reasonings to support the

research questions. We also considered how the questions related to Self-Determination Theory.

When looking at the Likert scale questions within the surveys, we first organized the number of

responses by each survey. For example, we looked at the student survey responses and saw how many

students answered for each category: Strongly Disagree, Disagree, Neutral, Agree, Strongly Agree (See

Appendix E). We then took those numbers, calculated the means for each stakeholder group, and

calculated the overall means for all participants (See Appendix E). Some overall participant means from

the Likert scale questions from the surveys are found in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Overall Means from Student, Parent, and Staff Surveys to Similar Likert Scale Questions

While doing our document analysis, we sorted the documents into categories based on the

research questions. The categories included mission and vision, student motivation, and factors and

impact. We considered the conceptual framework when placing documents into various categories. We

looked at each document and took notes on takeaways that would assist with our findings. One
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prominent commonality we found while comparing documents was that they were not current and had

some inconsistencies. For example, the Academic Success Coach Job Description (See Appendix F) says

they would serve students 16-21 years old, the Managing Director of Programming Job Description (See

Appendix G) said they would serve 9-21-year-olds, and the Operations Associate Job Description (See

Appendix H) said they would serve 10-21-year-olds. Another example is that the HISD website refers to it

as The HISD REAL Academy (See Appendix I), while most other documents refer to it as The HISD REAL

Program, such as the Program Overview (See Appendix J).

Findings

A number of themes and takeaways emerged across various sources of evidence (e.g., data,

surveys, and artifacts) as well as across various perspectives (e.g., students, parents, and staff). In

addition to describing The HISD REAL Program's current strengths and investments, this section also

outlines the key initiatives and investments that are being made or developed to improve equity, access,

and opportunity for all students, staff, and parents, as well as areas that need to be improved by The

HISD REAL Program, such as areas where equitable policies, practices, or structures require more work.

Each finding is summarized in text and graphic form, with references to artifacts, surveys, and program

data.

Finding 1

There is not yet a full alignment of The HISD REAL Program with the stated mission and vision.

(Aligned to Research Question 1)

The HISD REAL Program’s dedicated educators and leaders have prioritized success for all

students, regardless of demographic or ability, through a clear mission and vision.

● Mission: Our mission is to provide a network of support and access that closes the opportunity
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gap for traditionally underserved youth.

● Vision: Through our holistic services and core programming, we give our youth the opportunity

to build relationships, develop new skills, and establish goals that will put them on a trajectory to

success and self-sufficiency in adulthood.

The mission, vision, problem statement, and theory of change are explicitly posted on the 8MS

website (See Appendix K). The 8MS website states, “Our theory of change is that by providing

disconnected youth who have been pushed out of our school system with an opportunity to complete

their education and obtain meaningful employment, we will drastically reduce the recidivism rates of

justice-involved youth in the city of Houston. Furthermore, the success of our program will assist school

districts and the juvenile justice system in finding alternative pathways for students who are not

succeeding in traditional school settings.” The Program Overview provided by the organization lists the

current program goals and objectives below.

● In Year 1 (2022-2023), 80 students either (a) at risk of dropping out or (b) who have dropped out

in the last two years will reenroll with HISD.

● In Year 1 (2022-2023), at least 60% of all program participants will graduate. This will be scaled

up by five percentage points each school year— 65% in Year 2 (2023-2024) and 70% in Year 3

(2024-2025).

● Students will have equitable access to wraparound services. The satisfaction rate with

non-academic support provided will be at least 90%. 100% of all students leaving The HISD REAL

Program will have at least one job credential/certification.

● The average daily attendance for all participants will be at least 85%.

However, the mission, vision, theory of change, and problem statement are not explicitly listed on The

HISD REAL Program’s website resulting in misalignment between the two organizations.

When surveyed across the organization and community, as shown below, the results indicated a
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strong understanding from those working in the organization and a moderate amount of understanding

from parents regarding students meeting the graduation requirements. In responses to the student

survey prompt, “I will graduate from high school or achieve a graduation equivalency,” 67% Strongly

Agreed, 18% Agreed, 9% Neutral, and 6% Strongly Disagreed. In response to the parent survey prompt,

“My student will graduate from high school or achieve a graduation equivalency,” 71% Strongly Agreed,

and 29% Agreed. When converted to means, parents (M = 4.71) were more likely to believe their student

was going to graduate than the students (M = 4.39) themselves. Based on this data, there is a lack of

student efficacy, which is aligned with the competence part of SDT, focusing on engagement,

involvement, persuasion, and feeling that they can perform tasks and achieve goals. Having 6% of

students strongly disagree that they will graduate high school or achieve a graduation equivalency shows

a lack of alignment with the program's vision, missions, and goals. The percentages are broken down and

shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Student, Parent, and Overall Survey Responses

A significant component of the organization's work towards its vision and mission is aligning on a

shared understanding of what it takes to be successful in The HISD REAL Program. As shown in Figure 6,
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the response to the survey prompt, “I am proud of the REAL program,” we see that 67% of students, 71%

of parents, and 22% of staff strongly agree that they are proud of The HISD REAL Program. 6% of

students and 22% of staff said they strongly disagree that they are proud of The HISD REAL Program.

Staff had the lowest mean of being proud of The HISD REAL Program (M = 3.44), while parents had the

highest (M = 4.71). Based on this data, the mission and vision are not being fully met or else more

stakeholders would be proud of the program. One staff member stated: “To have more staff, to

understand boundaries, to understand the importance of working with students one-on-one, and to

realize that the mission is only as great as the effort put into it. To increase the number of students who

graduate from the program.” Since 33% of staff fall into the neutral to strongly disagree range of being

proud of The HISD REAL Program, SDT states that staff may not be likely to invest in the program since

they are not proud of it (Liu et al., 2020). Liu et al. (2020) found that teachers who feel autonomous,

competent, and connected are more likely to implement effective motivational strategies that engage

and motivate their students and that they themselves will be more connected and invested in their work.

This could impact the execution of the program’s components, which impedes the progress toward goals

that are aligned with the program’s mission and vision.

Figure 6: Student, Parent, Staff, and Overall Survey Responses
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A strength of The HISD REAL Program is the parents’ and students’ perception of The HISD REAL

Program. Based on the survey prompt, “How do you feel about the REAL program? What are you excited

about?“ 91% of students said they are excited and happy about The HISD REAL Program. Based on the

survey prompt, “What components or activities (ex., field trips, visits, work learning, etc.) from the REAL

program have been most influential?” 70% said that field trips and guest speakers were the most

influential components/activities of The HISD REAL Program. 100% of parents said the program provided

better support, including parents mentioning small classroom settings, care, better meals, and teachers

and counselors were more hands-on. A parent shared, “They've given my child a reason to want to

attend school, and I'm GRATEFUL.” Students expressed a sense of excitement about the program,

especially in relation to preparing for the future. One student said, ”I really like the program because

they really care about you, give you the push you need and they keep it real with us.” Another student

shared, “I feel like this is a great program. Overall, I have seen a lot of students improve in their apex, and

most students have improved in the way they speak and act. The program has taught a lot of us how to

be and speak professionally. It has taught us how to fill out job applications and have prepared us for

future job interviews. They offer to help find jobs, help you fill out FASFA applications, and help you with

any personal problems you might have. I am excited to see how many other ways the program will

improve I think it is great the way it is now.”

Although staff largely agreed on being proud of The HISD REAL Program, staff were more varied

in their perceptions of what The HISD REAL Program needs to improve. Staff expressed the need for

program expansion, exposure, parental involvement, and better scheduling. A staff member shared that

“The only issue I am having is helping those students who are not interested in getting help. So, to do

this, I would need more in-class support, and a disciplinary program should be established.” Another staff

member mentioned needing “Better organization, policy, and procedures guidelines for the program.”
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A significant component of The HISD REAL Program’s mission, vision, and goals is for students to

gain various supports. Effective alternative route opportunities focus on the student academically,

socially, emotionally, and developmentally (Williams, 2019, p. 77). We found that 67% of students

strongly agree that they are proud of The HISD REAL Program, but 6% of students strongly disagreed.

This could indicate that The HISD REAL Program has not connected with each student, which could

impact success rates (Bowers & Sprott, 2012). There needs to be consistency in monitoring students,

building relationships, having supportive environments, and clear communication within the program

(Tyler & Lofstrom, 2009; Christenson & Thurlow, 2004). Most successful organizations know the

importance of an inspiring vision and common values and the instrumental role of stakeholders in

ensuring those values are aligned and followed (Blokland & Reniers, 2021). Employee commitment,

trust, purpose, and dynamic cultural and organizational alignment assists in aligning stakeholders with

the organization's vision, mission, and goals (Blokland & Reniers, 2021).

Finding 2

The Human Resources department has a strong approach to diversity, but structural gaps remain.

(Aligned to Research Question 1)

An analysis of the recruitment, hiring, development, and retention structures was conducted to

assess the emphasis placed on attracting diverse staff to The HISD REAL Program and providing ongoing

professional learning opportunities aligning with the program's values and needs. To cultivate a skilled

and diverse workforce, the program has prioritized enhancing recruitment, hiring, and development

processes, in the Operating Policies and Procedures Manual, which they started developing at the

beginning of the school year, but it is still incomplete. This manual comprises the referral and enrollment

process, programs, academics, data management, operations, branding, job duties, and essential

functions (See Appendix L). The HISD REAL Program has started analyzing its current hiring processes by
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switching to a new platform called Bamboo HR and revamping its applications. In the staff survey,

employees expressed a need for coherence and strategic alignment of plans to effectively support the

program's goal of developing a highly qualified and culturally diverse workforce.

The HISD REAL Program, in its first year, was able to hire majority of staff with educational

experience. From survey data provided by the program, 66% of staff had two or more years in education,

as shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7: Percentage of Staff by Years of Experience in the Education Field

The HISD REAL Program’s student population based on survey responses is 79% black, while 89%

of the staff is black; 3% white, while 11% of the staff is white; and Hispanic/Latino students account for

18% of the student population, while Hispanic/Latino teachers account for 0% of teachers. Students,

especially students of minority, are more motivated, better behaved, communicate better, build

relationships, and have higher academic performance when having a teacher of the same race or

ethnicity (Hwang et al., 2023; Redding, 2019). Teachers that identify as the same race or ethnicity as

their students typically have higher expectations and are more supportive and understanding, which

positively impacts academic and nonacademic student performance. The data below in Figure 8 shows

the HISD REAL Program’s full-time staff who completed the survey by race in the 2022-2023 school year.
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Figure 8: Student Population and Staff Demographics Based on Survey Responses by Race/Ethnicity

In partnership with 8MS, The HISD REAL Program has started to outline and understand

processes and systems for hiring and recruiting new staff. The 8MS website, where potential candidates

go to apply for positions in The HISD REAL Program, includes information regarding open positions,

benefits, employee assistance, and additional information for prospective employees. The job

description clearly states the program's mission and vision, roles and responsibilities, salary, and

benefits. Some of the job descriptions included links to the application to apply. The Executive Director

shared that the hiring process begins when there is an open position at an organization. Mr. Pierre

creates the posting and completes the necessary paperwork, and the Director of Operations posts the

open position in multiple places, including professional organizations, websites, and Bamboo HR.

As candidates submit applications, the leadership teams review candidates’ qualifications,

experiences, and certifications to select candidates for the interview process. The leadership teams

create interview committees and interview activities to determine the candidate offered the position.

The interview activities include a phone screening with the Managing Director of Programs, a sample

lesson, and a debrief with the leadership. The leadership teams make a recommendation to the

executive director, who makes the final hiring decision and completes the hiring process. Once the

candidate is hired, they start the onboarding process, which includes spending an entire day with each
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department, such as programming, completing paperwork with the Director of Operations, and spending

time with the Executive Director to hear about the vision and mission of The HISD REAL Program.

The HISD REAL Program still needs a candidate tracking system for tracking, planning, or

evaluating how effective its recruiting and hiring efforts are. Currently, the program emphasizes

community and cultural diversity by holding recruitment fairs at regional, local, and online locations and

other opportunities to attract domestic talent. The HISD REAL Program started using Bamboo HR in June

2023 to post open positions and has the job positions listed on the website. Although this approach was

described on the program website, shared materials, and public resources, no comprehensive data or

anecdotes were available for review.

Human Resources incorporated a nondiscrimination statement into its application platform to

demonstrate its commitment to equity and created consistent language for all job postings. No

candidate tracking system in this program tracks disaggregated data associated with recruiting and

selecting candidates. Because of this limitation, the program cannot analyze trends accurately and plan

for vacancies, which limits its access to detailed candidate data, such as the number of people who apply

for the role, the percentage of people who make it to the next round, or the number of people who

identify as a person of color. Having a tracking system that follows this data will allow the organization to

develop goals surrounding its hiring process.

According to Mr. Pierre, 85% of staff will be replaced for the 23-24 school year. Therefore, The

HISD REAL Program has retained 15% of staff in 2023. According to the survey feedback provided by The

HISD REAL Program, multiple staff shared that there needs to be an understanding of boundaries, a focus

on the students, improvements in organization, policy, and guidelines, and clarity on role expectations. A

staff member explained their “experience working at REAL has been a struggle, stressful, and draining

mentally.” Another staff member explained, “There needs to be a conversation about work-life balance

and creating healthy boundaries in the workplace. There is an apparent lack of understanding of people
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having lives outside work. Also, there is a lack of classroom support. We cannot teach students about

wellness and structure if we do not have that ourselves. Staff members should feel supported, UPPER

MANAGEMENT is doing a great job telling us what we need to improve on, but there is no highlight on

what we have done right, health and wellness checks, or anything. There is a continuous sense of urgency

without consideration or empathy.”

The HISD REAL Program provides professional development opportunities for all staff on topics

such as Data 101, Practice Sample Lessons with Academic Coaches, Org-Wide Culture Planning, and

REAL, Works, Student Support, and Ops Department Meetings (See Appendix M). In each session, there

are opportunities for staff to collaborate. In addition to program-provided opportunities, The HISD REAL

Program offers ways for staff and leaders to attend professional learning outside of the program through

accelerator programs such as Transcend Education Freedom Lab, Camelback Ventures, and Nike.

The leadership team is committed to supporting their staff in enhancing their professional

practice utilizing various means, such as program-provided professional development. When inquired

about the availability of support for enhancing staff’s professional practice, staff expressed the needs of

their leaders, thereby emphasizing their role in providing necessary support. One staff member stated: “I

need to provide more coaching to staff to build their capacity so that they are proactive instead of

reactive.” There is a need for ongoing and sustained staff development aligned with individual and

program priorities, mission, and vision.

The leadership team and staff do not have feedback and evaluation practices that allow them to

be held accountable for student achievement. The Executive Director supports and collaborates weekly

with leaders as a leadership team. There are no evaluation processes for the leadership team or

teachers. According to the Executive Director, he is developing a feedback and evaluation process for the

2023-2024 school year to address those gaps proactively.
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As shown in Figure 6, 22% of the staff said they strongly agreed with being proud of the

program, while 44% agreed, 11% were neutral, and 22% strongly disagreed. These responses are not

necessarily surprising given the responses to the short answer questions described above. Consistency,

effectiveness, and clear communication are all factors that assist in recruiting, assigning, developing, and

retaining effective teachers (Loeb et al., 2012). With 22% of staff not being proud of the program and

85% not returning next year, this indicates there is an opportunity for growth. Some staff expressed that

more organization, policies, procedures, guidelines, and a less stressful environment would help them to

be more successful, which are related to the achievement of students and retention of teachers

(Christenson & Thurlow, 2004; Loeb et al., 2012).

Finding 3

The HISD REAL Program is developing a practice of using data to establish and progress monitor

improvement efforts and strategic priorities at multiple levels.

(Aligned to Research Question 3)

Strong data culture and greater use of student data to inform program decisions and teaching

strategies are emphasized at all levels by leaders and staff. The HISD REAL Program's mission is to give

students the tools, strategies, and opportunities to be successful. Leaders have begun some efforts to

understand marginalized populations' experiences. However, there is currently no strategic data

collection and analysis process to ensure a common understanding of all needs and gaps.

From survey data provided by the program, based on the student, staff, and parent responses to

the survey question about The HISD REAL Program helping students be successful in life, 85% of students

Strongly Agree/Agree, 100% of parents Strongly Agree/Agree, and 66% of staff Strongly Agree/Agree. The

overall mean for this question fell into the level of “Agree” (M = 4.29). The staff mean (M = 3.44), falling
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into the “Neutral” level, brought the overall mean down. The percentages are broken down and shown

in Figure 9.

Figure 9: Student, Parent, Staff, and Overall Survey Responses

There are some signs that school progress is being monitored. As part of Mr. Pierre’s

presentation to the Board of Directors in April 2023, he provided an Impact Report (See Appendix N)

containing data collected from October 2022 through April 2023. The HISD REAL Program has created a

Concept Paper (See Appendix O) that provides updates on the program's impact on student learning and

experiences. The Concept Paper contains baseline data that can be used for future data tracking and

comparisons. Based on the Concept Paper, as of June 2023:

● Students Served: The Program reached 71 students from Chavez, Milby, Sterling, Wheatley,

Worthing, and Yates High Schools.

● Credits Earned: Together, these students earned 419 credits and sustained an attendance rate of

86%. Accelerated Academic Progress: 35% of students participating in the REAL Program

advanced two or more grade levels within a single academic year.
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● High School Graduates: Despite having no students enter the REAL program as Seniors, eight

students (all of whom joined the program mid-year) graduated from high school, and six have

applied to Houston Community College (HCC) for Fall 2023.

● Employment Attainment: 28% of students secured employment within three months of

completing the REAL Program.

● Personal Development: 85% of students reported feeling hopeful for their futures, while the

same percentage of students took pride in their academic accomplishments in the REAL

Program.

Based on the Program Overview, the selection of program cohorts will be established by

assessing various indicators. Current and former students attending target campuses and falling within

the top quartile of the early warning indicators listed below will be considered candidates for The HISD

REAL Program. These indicators will be determined using the Analytics for Education (A4E) Dashboard

and the Early Warning Indicators Analyzer. The indicators to be assessed include:

● Current Course Failures
● Excessive Absences
● Failed STAAR Reading
● Failed STAAR Math
● Math/Reading Skills more than two

years below current grade
● Overaged for grade (2+ years)
● Section 504
● Retained within the last 3 years
● Economically Disadvantaged
● English Learner
● Migrant

● Special Education
● Title I
● Expelled
● Homeless
● Parole Probation
● Pregnant/Parent
● Previous Dropout
● Residential Placement
● CPS Custody
● DAEP Placement
● Behavior Incident

These indicators will serve as criteria to identify students eligible for participation in The HISD

REAL Program, ensuring that those who meet specific criteria receive the necessary support and

resources to enhance their educational experience. Currently, there is not a system that shows where
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students fall into these indicators. Without access to this student data, it is difficult for staff members to

understand the whole child and meet their individualized needs, which could impact their success.

To meet students’ individualized educational needs for credit retrieval, The HISD REAL Program's

accelerated instruction framework facilitates student learning using APEX Learning (See Appendix P).

This software application allows students to progress in courses based on their knowledge of the

material rather than their seating time. Students participating in the program are re-engaged through

accelerated instruction and paid summer internship opportunities. Aside from hands-on learning

experiences, Academic Success Coaches and mentors guide students.

However, there is limited information about how data is consistently utilized to identify program

challenges and gaps among students. The strategic plan monitoring data structure is not yet clear. Even

though the program shares progress updates with the board, there is an opportunity to improve

understanding of progress by incorporating more data, including disaggregated data. Monitoring

strategic planning is crucial for determining the efficacy of program policies and teaching strategies.

Parents expressed a need for more communication about their student's progress. One parent shared, “I

should provide[d] information about my student.” Another parent shared, “The HISD REAL Program

needs to be more informative with her progress in the program and her goals.” School staff shared,

“Better communication with their home campus counselors so we can let students know where they are

(credits).”

There is a lack of evidence showing any consistency of The HISD REAL Program monitoring and

completing deep data analysis on student attendance, academic performance, counseling, parent

outreach, \listening, support, connection, mentoring, and engagement, which these various components

have shown drastic improvements in student outcomes (Gomperts, 2015). Still, with the lack of data and

evidence to support what is occurring within the program, it is difficult to best understand where

changes need to be made (Williams, 2019; Tyler & Lofstrom, 2009). Data monitoring allows students to
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build better relationships, obtain problem-solving skills, and perform better in all areas of life

(Christenson & Thurlow, 2004).

Finding 4

The HISD REAL Program community and partner engagement is strong. However, communication with

parents and the community must be more proactive and informative.

(Aligned to Research Question 3)

The HISD REAL Program has established and supported several effective partnerships that

address outstanding student and parent needs. The program has active and productive partnerships with

the following organizations:

● Association partnerships: EDLOC, AT&T, Microsoft, BET, Chick-Fil-A, Toyota, Travis Manion

Foundation, R Prosper Road Foundation, McDonald's, Amazon, Comcast, Nike, Walton Family

Foundation, Coca-Cola, Kroger, Camelback Ventures, Workforce Solutions, Taco Bell Foundation

for Teens, and Luby’s

● Local and regional partnerships: Houston Texans, Houston Endowment, Houston Food Bank,

Main Street Ministries Houston, and Houston Complete Communities

When asked, “What components or activities have been most influential for the REAL program?’,

one staff member shared, “Field trips to various industry partners and job opportunities.” Based on the

student survey, 79% of students mentioned partnership activities, such as field trips, speakers, and

shadowing experiences, were the most influential part of The HISD REAL Program. These partnerships

generate benefits for parents and students, including equity-enhancing opportunities for students.

To provide support for students and parents, it was noted that on the HISD website, there is a

link for parents that includes multiple resources that directly impact students’ mental health, well-being,

safety, and belonging at school, such as YouTube videos, flyers, and informational pamphlets and
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websites. One staff member shared, “We [The HISD REAL Program] have wrap-around services not only

for our students but their families. Rental assistance, food, clothes.”

In the parent survey, when asked, “What improvements do you think the REAL program could

implement?”, parents reported that the most common forms of communication from the district were

email and phone calls. Some families gave positive reports about communication:

● “Relationship between the school and us is high. There's a two-way relationship with adults. They

will communicate on a regular basis, offer suggestions, and super supportive. I’m able to speak

freely with an adult to ask questions on a child’s progress.”

● “Pleasant; the teacher last communicates well with me”

One staff member also shared, “We've provided greater opportunities that allow the students to

express themselves creatively through education and innovatively through visitations to affiliated

companies and field trips to universities the student may have an interest in attending.”

On the contrary, some parents and staff felt that consistency should be considered with the

communication systems. For example, one parent stated, “I haven’t spoken with any adults since she has

been in the program.” Another parent reported “Communication with the parents” is an improvement

that The HISD REAL Program could implement. Staff shared:

● “I need to create and communicate systems around all aspects of our work.”

● “Communication among staff has not been the best, but it is significantly improving, and that

really has been the difference for me. When expectations are clear, it allows things to flow easily.

Nonetheless, I do feel like I am valued, and I feel supported.”

● “I also need to work with the rest of leadership to fine-tune our profile of a student to ensure we

communicate clearly to campuses and families of expectations and outcomes of the program.”

The vision, mission, and goal of The HISD REAL Program is to provide wrap-around services to

students. Wrap-around services have been shown to develop positive, meaningful, healthy, and caring
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relationships that offer support and opportunities emotionally and instructionally (Williams, 2019, p. 78).

It was mentioned that food and clothing services were offered to students and parents, but it was also

stated by a parent that there had been zero communication since their child entered the program,

deterring The HISD REAL Program from further development in this area. Students and parents must feel

that they are part of the team and belong to fully trust and give in to the program process (Hofer et al.,

2021). Having these fundamental relationships helps students with problems and allows them to learn

how to handle real-life hurdles (Christenson & Thurlow, 2004).

Finding 5

Student motivation has increased due to The HISD REAL Program components and support from staff.

(Aligned to Research Question 2)

There is a strong emphasis on long-term success in the program model. As indicated in the

Program Overview (See Appendix J), one of the key components of this program is the development of a

comprehensive understanding of the postsecondary education opportunities, job readiness, and

mentoring opportunities for students after graduation. As part of the transition process, students are

given the following tools to help them succeed:

● Career Exploration: Through industry visits, career presentations, and mentorship, students will

gain an in-depth understanding of their position in the workforce.

● Industry Certifications: All students will engage in CTE coursework for vocational training.

● Career Transition Support: Students will receive college and career exposure, job placements

and internships, and full support in developing a postsecondary plan.

Students of The HISD REAL Program were offered the following training courses as part of the

REAL Program (See Appendix Q) during the school year 2022-2033: 10 hours of financial literacy training,

6 hours of entrepreneurship education, as well as 26 hours of soft skills/job readiness training as part of
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the program components. Many partners assist with hands-on career explorations, including Microsoft,

Hewlett-Packard, BP, Amazon, Texas Work Solutions, All five military branches, TSA, KKR career

exploration, Habitat Community Home Build Event, TC Energy, and Bank of America. As part of its

preparation programs, the organization has partnered with Career Gear (male students), Dress for

Success (female students), Fotofest (literacy through photography), Toastmaster (YMCA), Student

podcast-8 Million Voices (Baker Ripley), The Plug (Electric Vehicle Club), STAAR tutorials (the University of

Houston and teachHouston), and college tours at the University of Texas at Austin among other

organizations. Furthermore, as a collective effort, The HISD REAL Program has assisted nine students in

finding employment with Sam's Club, Burlington Coat Factory, Houston YMCA, Taco Bell, Starbucks,

Amazon, and a paid summer internship placement (various locations).

SDT was evident while analyzing our findings related to student motivation. Students spent time

detailing how their experiences, and specifically their motivation, have been influenced by The HISD

REAL Program. From the data below, we have determined that students have increased their intrinsic

motivation in order to achieve their goals, directly correlating to SDT. They explained how The HISD REAL

Program has helped them take control of their present to impact their futures. 36% of students said that

The HISD REAL Program has adequate resources to help them be successful academically, socially, and

emotionally and said no changes need to be made to The HISD REAL Program. Responses from the other

64% of students had suggestions like providing headphones, transportation, a gym, a revised dress code,

and a more flexible schedule to enhance their success.

When asked if “student[s] [are] hopeful about the future” on the student survey, 88% of

students strongly agreed/agreed, while 100% of parents and 77% of staff agreed/agreed. Only one staff

member strongly disagreed with this statement. The overall mean (M = 4.18) fell into the agree category,

and again the staff mean (M = 3.22) was the reason for the overall mean going down. These percentages

are broken down, as shown in Figure 10.
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Figure 10: Student, Parent, Staff, and Overall Survey Responses

When asked if “student[s] work hard in The HISD REAL Program” on the student survey, 90% of

students strongly agreed/agreed, while 100% of parents agreed/agreed. Staff members did not have this

question in their survey. The mean of student and parent responses (M = 4.43) fell into the “Agree” level.

These percentages are broken down, as shown in Figure 11.

Figure 11: Student, Parent, and Overall Survey Responses
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According to the survey feedback provided by The HISD REAL Program on the survey prompt “By

attending the REAL program, how has your educational experience been affected,” multiple students

shared:

● “It changed myself, and it actually got me going to school.”

● “Attending the REAL program real-life changed me as a person. It’s not even about the

educational process no more. It’s more about who I wanna be they help me catch up to all my

work, grades, and NGS [No Grades Submitted].”

● “Made me more motivated to do my work.”

● “I actually have hope in myself and motivation to keep going.”

On the parent survey prompt, “How have you seen a difference in your student since he or she

started attending the HISD REAL program?”, one parent shared, “My student is very motivated now to

attend school.” SDT has found that motivated students have long-term school achievement and obtain

higher academic success (Taylor et al., 2014). Another parent shared, “He actually likes school now and

loves his teachers, and is more determined.” SDT says that “the satisfaction of basic psychological needs

for autonomy, competence, and relatedness mediates the relationship between intrinsic motivation and

academic achievement (Taylor et al., 2014). On the staff survey prompt, “Tell us about any resources The

HISD REAL program contributed to the community? What impact do you feel the contributions were?

Why?” one staff member shared, “The REAL program has provided an alternative education to the

community. The impact has been beneficial because some of the students would have found themselves

behind in school and help students with their self-confidence.” A staff member suggested “more

educational outings.” and elaborated by explaining that “The students absolutely loved the trip to Austin.

This also allows for students to feel more connected to their peers and staff.” These responses show that

students are connected to The HISD REAL Program, and there has been an increase in student’s overall
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sense of responsibility (autonomy), desire to succeed (competence), interpersonal relationships

(relatedness), and engagement, all relating to SDT (Liu et al., 2020).

It has also been reported that some students felt that some improvements should be made to

increase their motivation. Based on student's responses, three students mentioned not liking the dress

code/uniforms, four students mentioned making the schedules more flexible, two students mentioned

transportation access needs to be improved, two students explained that they need more teacher

assistance with work, and two specified they wanted staff to stop treating them like kids. A student

requested a “bigger position to be able to advocate for my peers and self.” Students that feel autonomy

and desire to have a voice and choice in their learning can deepen their intrinsic and autonomous

motivation (Taylor et al., 2014). Deci and Ryan (2000) found that having the opportunity to meet

personal needs by having a say in producing meaningful and personal goals led to students achieving

better outcomes and having higher intrinsic motivation.

Giving students opportunities to choose has been shown to reduce stress and increase

motivation (Hofer et al., 2021). The HISD REAL Program gives students choices and flexibility in advancing

their education. 88% of students responded positively about their experience and excitement with the

program. By focusing on relationships, academic performance, and various opportunities, students are

better able to succeed, which is shown through the average response that students agree that they are

hopeful about their futures (Christenson & Thurlow, 2004). SDT has found that with an increase in taking

responsibility in becoming successful and by The HISD REAL Program’s students taking responsibility,

being hopeful about their futures, and having a supportive environment, the program will see improved

academic and nonacademic performance in the students (Ryan & Niemiec, 2009; Taylor et al., 2012).
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Recommendations/Interventions

A series of six recommendations were developed based on the five findings of The HISD REAL

Program. These recommendations illustrate how the program can expand access to opportunities for

students, parents, and staff. Using the study's findings, the recommendations contain immediate,

short-term, and long-term suggestions for next steps. As a part of the strategic improvement planning

and implementation process, this section contains details of possible key activities and factors for The

HISD REAL Program to consider as part of their process for planning and implementing strategic

improvements.

Recommendation 1

Establish a shared understanding to ensure progress toward the desired future state based on a shared

understanding of and investment in The HISD REAL Program's mission, vision, and theory of change.

(Aligned to Research Question 1 and Finding 1)

Engaging and investing in others is a part of the program's commitment. It will take shifting

mindsets, building shared understanding and investment, and holding everyone accountable for

achieving the program's goals to gain and maintain momentum around this commitment. When

alternative schools have structured expectations, organized data collection and analysis, and clear

communication, it allows students to "have a fighting chance to succeed in school" (De la Ossa, 2005). By

ensuring these systems are in place and monitored regularly, it is easier to gather evidence of where the

program may need to focus on improvement. Redefining the mission, vision, and theory of change, how

it intends to achieve those goals, and how it plans to measure progress can help HISD REAL Program

improve alignment. As a result, The HISD REAL Program can strengthen its organizational cohesion,

accountability, and transparency.
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Theory of Change

Establish a stakeholder-facing Theory of Change that leaders can continuously reference, communicating

the rationale for focusing on equity and how current strategic priorities will advance equity. Ensure that

leadership teams collaborate to develop or revise The HISD REAL Program's "mission and vision" that

promotes equity and engages others in the process. There is no explicit reference to the mission and

vision on The HISD REAL Program’s website. Also, a well-developed Theory of Change allows a program

to connect strategy with expected outcomes explicitly and provides a tool for prioritizing and guiding

decisions. The items will help staff and the community interpret and understand program actions' what

and why when inevitable questions and challenges arise. This will also help The HISD REAL Program

understand what and why strategies are aligned.

Revision of Mission and Vision

Revisit and revise the mission, vision, strategic plan, and policies to make equity commitments more

explicit. Create a new "mission and vision" for the organization and publicize it on The REAL HISD

Program and 8MS website, which will show alignment and consistency. Provide materials that are

accessible and understood by all stakeholders in multiple languages and different formats. Build

collective responsibility for improving student, parent, and staff experiences, access, and outcomes by

communicating The HISD REAL Program's journey and beliefs.

Recommendation 2

Improve recruitment, hiring, and retention of staff across all positions by developing new strategies

(Aligned to Research Question 1 and Finding 2)

“Effective schools are better able to recruit, assign, develop, and retain effective teachers” (Loeb

et al., 2012, p. 270). Staff diversification is a key indicator of The HISD REAL Program's commitment to
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equity, as it better represents its student enrollment. To diversify staff at all levels and in all positions, the

following recommendations suggest actions and provide resources. To do this, teachers must have

intrinsic motivation, support, proper education, clear communication, and a full understanding of job

expectations. With all these factors, teachers will be more long-term, ultimately influencing student

achievement. (Loeb et al., 2012)

Review and Update Policies, Practices, and Protocols

Review and update the HR policies, practices, and protocols for The HISD REAL Program. Revise

The HISD REAL Program’s written policies and procedures related to recruitment, hiring, and retention

and provide training to hiring teams around the revisions. Revise the program’s screening and

interviewing questions to ensure alignment with the program updated policies, core values, and equity

commitment. Establish a robust Staff Diversification Plan, including goals, action steps, timelines, and key

performance indicators to measure progress and implementation. The following are some examples of

goals that might include monitoring and increasing:

○ The percentage of applicants who identify as people of color or with other dimensions of

diversity.

○ The percentage of applicants invited to phone screening interviews who identify as

people of color or with other dimensions of diversity.

○ The percentage of applicants invited to sample lesson who identify as people of color or

with other dimensions of diversity.

○ The percentage of applicants who were finalists for their position who identify as people

of color or with other dimensions of diversity.

○ The percentage of hires who identify as people of color or with other dimensions of

diversity.
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Tracking Systems and Data Collection

Develop tracking systems and data collection techniques for monitoring the plan's goals. Analyze

district data for staff longevity and estimate vacancies due to retirements over the next 3 to 5 years.

Establish Partnerships and Outreach Programs

Establish partnerships and outreach programs to expand recruitment networks. Colleges and

schools of education: The HISD REAL Program is located near several colleges of education whose

undergraduate and graduate programs are sources for pipeline development, outreach, recruitment, and

continuing education and certification programs, such as the University of Houston, Rice University,

Houston Baptist University, and the University of St. Thomas. For Community organizations, partnerships

with culturally-based organizations can facilitate the sharing of job opportunities.

Recommendation 3

Ensure staff feedback and evaluation structures are aligned with organizational priorities by providing

opportunities for professional learning, development, and ongoing support.

(Aligned to Research Question 1 and Findings 2 and 3)

The evaluation process has outstanding opportunities for capturing expectations and behaviors

across the program in alignment with the recommendations regarding professional development and

learning. Once staff members have received feedback, the supervisors could provide professional

learning, development, and support in the areas of struggle. This will allow staff members to learn new

skills and strategies to implement with students. Tyler and Lofstrom (2009) confirmed that having

“well-defined and well-agreed-upon” data structures and consistency improves student performance. It

is anticipated that efforts to revamp the evaluation system in spring 2023 will improve uniformity among

evaluators and provide educators across the program with much-needed guidance and support. Ensuring
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that The HISD REAL Program’s staff thoroughly understand all expectations, feel the organization is

structured, and receive immediate and detailed feedback will increase the staff's sense of satisfaction

and belonging (Hofer et al., 2021). Successful alternative schools' essential components include strong

leadership, staff professional development, community partnerships, and effective communication and

collaboration among all stakeholders (Duke & Tenuto, 2020). To support staff as they engage in this

process, The HISD REAL Program needs to provide guidance on how the evaluation and feedback process

can benefit their professional development. To this end, consider the following suggestions:

Embed New Vision and Theory of Change with Professional Development

Implement newly identified vision and Theory of Change within existing professional

development systems. Assess the learning and development opportunities aligned with existing strategic

priorities to identify a vision and theory of change. Develop a team of representatives, experts, and

educators to oversee the revisions and oversee the piloting of professional development sessions and

guide the process of the revision. Establish a system to track training access and accountability, such as

conferences, professional development, and setting alignment and measurable professional

development goals, so that they are in alignment with The HISD REAL Program's goals. All staff members

must be aware and have access to continuous training and development to make The HISD REAL

Program a more equitable program for everyone.

Evaluation and Feedback

Create the evaluation and feedback process that can help improve the professional development

opportunities with The HISD REAL Program. Develop a vision for evaluation based on evaluation data,

including the process, frequency, and communication of evaluation results. Ensure that the evaluators

are trained on how to use the evaluation process to make an effective evaluation. Ensure that you ask for
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feedback frequently and proactively from the staff to determine how to improve the evaluation process,

priorities, and structure.

Feedback Conversation

Increase comfort levels and be better prepared to engage in conversations about feedback,

evaluations, and lines of difference through leveraging resources and support systems. Supporting

stakeholders in developing their skills in having courageous conversations is vital to supporting shifts in

beliefs and practices. It can be beneficial to sustain the implementation of program goals if stakeholders

are given a safe space that allows them to grow at their own pace.

Recommendation 4

Develop an equity-centered, data-informed culture throughout the organization by developing data

management plans, key performance indicators, and practices.

(Aligned to Research Question 1 and Findings 1 and 3)

The HISD REAL Program has taken a few steps aimed at improving its data management

practices, including using APEX Learning. Tyler and Lofstrom (2009) found that monitoring students by

giving each a unique identification number allowed the schools to collect adequate data regarding

enrollments, attendance, academic progress and status, and graduation. This data allowed districts to

understand how to meet student needs, which is how implementing data management plans, key

performance indicators (KPIs), and practices could positively impact student achievement and outcomes.

This data will guide The HISD REAL Program toward the best understanding of where improvements can

be made and where students need more support. A stronger data management system will enable the

use of key performance indicators and practices to create an equity-centered data-informed culture

throughout the district. Hofer et al. (2021) found that gathering data about the whole child, and focusing
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on the components of SDT research, have helped guide alternative route programs to making

improvements within the organization.

Data Tracking and Monitoring

To be able to track individualized data over time to see trends, The HISD REAL Program must

identify what key action steps are necessary to ensure that program information systems are current,

accurate, and integrated with other systems. To reach program-wide agreements on what data will be

collected and monitored, develop a master list of quantitative and qualitative data and an analysis

schedule. The HISD REAL Program can start by revising its current goals:

● In Year 1 (2022-2023), 80 students either (a) at risk of dropping out or (b) who have dropped out

in the last two years will re-enroll with HISD.

● In Year 1 (2022-2023), at least 60% of all program participants will graduate. This will be scaled

up by five percentage points each school year— 65% in Year 2 (2023-2024) and 70% in Year 3

(2024-2025).

● Students will have equitable access to wraparound services. The satisfaction rate with

non-academic support provided will be at least 90%. 100% of all students leaving The HISD REAL

Program will have at least one job credential/certification.

● The average daily attendance for all participants will be at least 85%.

Develop Key Performance Indicators

To strengthen The HISD REAL Program’s existing strategic plan, KPI working groups can be

formed for each department to establish appropriate KPIs. The attendance rate, behavior, pass rate,

percentage of students reading at grade level by subgroup, and graduation completion rate by subgroup
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could all be KPIs. Leaders should also keep an eye on data trends as part of KPIs. When developing KPIs,

some considerations include:

● KPIs should reflect areas for improvement identified in strategic plans, departmental plans, and

board goals.

● A small number of KPIs (3-5) should be selected for each HISD REAL Program priority area rather

than overloading planning documents with them.

● Include qualitative and quantitative data from multiple stakeholders. KPIs should primarily

reflect student outcomes and include staff and parent measures.

Data Analysis

Create conditions for staff to employ data analysis and data analysis skills. Develop data system and

analysis skills using existing structures such as Airtable, Professional Learning Communities (PLCs),

leadership team meetings, and board work sessions. Establish and use leveled protocols to examine

disaggregated student and program data regularly so disparities in student, staff, and program

performance can be identified, and address and access reports to improve metrics for marginalized

students' performance and achievement. By implementing common protocols, professionals in

school-based PLCs and board meetings can discuss data in a common language, which could lead to

more consistent analyses and data-driven decisions. To ensure staff has the time to make data-informed

decisions to design or adapt their instruction, The HISD REAL Program staff needs to consider the

frequency and duration of PLCs and planning periods. Record videos and artifacts that illustrate how

staff teams are already using data to make informed decisions are using it.
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Professional Development on Data Analysis Skills

Continue to invest in the development of staff data and analysis skills. There is a need for further

development of data analysis and data-driven decision-making skills. The contents of this

Recommendation add more professional learning opportunities as systems, protocols, and practices are

initiated and aligned across The HISD REAL Program at different levels. When designing new professional

learning opportunities, some considerations include: Providing ongoing coaching or support as the staff

learns and acquires new skills for analyzing and using disaggregated qualitative and quantitative data to

inform decisions. Collecting and analyzing data collaboratively related to a shared practice problem by

small groups of staff. Provide professional learning topics that address specific data analysis and

decision-making issues, such as:

● Making sense of data dashboards and navigating them

● How data analysis protocols work, what they do, why they do it, and how they do it

● It is important to understand what KPIs are, and what we are doing with them

● Making informed decisions based on the analysis and collection of qualitative data

● A guide to engaging parents in discussions about children's data as part of data collection

● A method for engaging students in the discussion of data in the classroom

Recommendation 5

Develop a communication system that fosters relationships with all parents, particularly marginalized

populations.

(Aligned to Research Question 3 and Finding 4)

“Communication is at the heart of the family-school relationship” (Bouffard, 2008, p. 1). Family

and The HISD REAL Program staff should form a strong partnership to improve academic, social, and

emotional outcomes for students. Tam et al. (2001) discovered that one of the six points to developing
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and implementing an effective program was communicating information and purpose with all

participating parties. It is also important to ensure there is an opportunity for all parties to partake in the

communication and dialogue (Goodall, 2016). In The HISD REAL Program’s case, this would include

students, staff, families, partnership organizations, and the community. Henrich and Darling-Aduana

(2021) found that regular communication throughout the school year has been shown to support a

student’s overall progress. Using multiple non-traditional methods, The HISD REAL Program can

communicate with all families to support student learning by allowing all families to be engaged.

Communicating The HISD REAL Program's vision and empowering families to build relationships with

leaders and staff are possible with authentic and tailored communication. Community partnerships and

collaboration can support alternative education settings by providing resources, support, opportunities,

and wraparound services to disadvantaged youth, resulting in higher student success (Mills et al., 2016;

Edgar-Smith & Palmer, 2015; McGregor et al., 2015). To strengthen community ties, exploring and using

different methods of reaching and engaging all parents is essential. Coordinating and collaborating with

relevant stakeholders, such as families, communities, and support services, can positively impact

students and is of great importance to the success of alternative education programs (Nada et al., 2020).

Shared Vision

Develop a shared vision for The HISD REAL Program's strong and inclusive partnerships. Engage

parents in identifying a vision based on their needs. Establish measurable targets for parent engagement

and partnership. Establish clear staff expectations about what success looks like at all levels, such as

program, department, leadership, teaching, and school committee.
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Students and Parents in Decision-Making

Engage students and parents in decision-making in a more meaningful way. Rely upon student

and parent surveys and other data to regularly assess and improve policies' inclusion and equity. Utilize

survey data to inform district decisions for students and parents. Provide ongoing opportunities for

two-way communication between students and parents. Communicate how student and parent voices

influence decision-making.

Parent and Community Engagement

Find alternative methods for contacting and engaging all parents, such as Zoom meetings,

community organization liaison meetings, and community spaces to continue exploring. Reach out to

parents of marginalized and English language learners proactively through multiple media. The HISD

REAL Program accessibility can be increased by, for example, enhancing parent communication

opportunities, making communication between parents and students in other languages accessible, and

anticipating the experiences of English Language Learners in all communications. All staff should be

trained in which communications and engagement approach to use in which scenarios, and follow-up

steps should be planned if the first outreach effort fails.

The HISD REAL Program aims to expand and leverage community relationships and resources to

meet students, parents, and program needs. It is important to build on these foundations to form more

community partnerships and maintain culturally and linguistically appropriate relationships among

parents, schools, and communities. Identify parent needs, foster a sense of belonging, and communicate

with partners to meet their needs best.
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Recommendation 6

Develop a Student Motivation Plan to increase student academic and social-emotional success.

(Aligned to Research Question 2 and Findings 1, 2, 3, and 5)

Communities can advance by developing supportive relationships, mentoring programs,

counseling, mental health services, student-centered approaches, and safe and inclusive environments

(Duke & Tenuto, 2020). The HISD REAL Program has taken steps to develop relationships that foster

access, support, and opportunity. There needs to be some improvements and focus on how to assist in

developing positive, healthy, and trusting environments (Williams, 2019). Williams (2019) describes that

holding students accountable and giving them responsibility can help them thrive academically, socially,

emotionally, and developmentally. Ensuring that there are multiple opportunities for students to have

access to assistance to develop individualized plans on how to take the next steps and monitoring the

development of those steps will assist in holding students accountable (Williams, 2019; Tyler & Lofstrom,

2009). The HISD REAL Program should ensure that students’ out-of-school problems are a focus because

it can positively impact student motivation and performance (Tyler & Lofstrom, 2009). Relationships are

continuous, and as they grow, students’ sense of belonging will increase (Hofer et al., 2021). By truly

listening to the recommendations and perceptions of students, The HISD REAL Program could make

major enhancements to the program. As explained in Finding 5, students mentioned wanting more

flexible schedules, disliking the dress code, and making improvements with transportation. Involving

students in making changes can give students opportunities to work on problem-solving skills, increasing

their motivation and involvement within the program (Bowers & Sprott, 2012; Christenson & Thurlow,

2004; Speckhard, 1993). Empowering students can encourage them to hold an active role in their

education, community, and society, allowing them to recognize their capabilities and increasing student

intrinsic motivation and meeting their psychological needs directly correlates with Self-Determination

Theory (Mills et al., 2016; Williams, 2019, p. 77; Hofer et al., 2021).
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Student Voice

To better understand how students are motivated, conduct focus groups and surveys with

students regarding what they would specifically like to experience to ensure they are motivated.

Vision for Social Emotional Learning (SEL)

Define the vision of Social Emotional Learning (SEL) in The HISD REAL Program to be able to

create a specific goal on how to measure through program components.

Professional Development

By including time for staff at various levels to learn how to identify and adapt connecting

activities and strategies to the needs of their students, The HISD REAL Program can create space for staff

SEL development opportunities to explain the rationale behind dedicated relationship-building time.

Create an opportunity for staff to practice these skills in groups. Use professional development sessions

to highlight connecting strategies, such as modeling strategies, asking teachers to share successful

strategies they have used recently, or highlighting strategies to try. Continue to leverage partnerships

with companies and organizations for financial literacy training, entrepreneurship education, soft

skills/job readiness training, and hands-on career explorations.

Student Mentor Program

Based on Recommendations 1 (clear vision and mission), 2 (improving recruitment hiring and

retention, and 3 (staff feedback and evaluation structures), develop a staff and student mentor program

for students. This would include staff to:

● Set clear goals and timelines with students

● Monitor progress and hold students accountable
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● Develop personalized relationships with students

● Create student individualized learning plans based on goals

● Set weekly or bi-weekly meetings with students to discuss progress and potential adjustments

based on data and observations

Conclusion

Through analysis and examination of The HISD REAL Program’s documents and stakeholder

survey responses regarding the first year of the program’s implementation, and in connection with SDT,

we have determined five findings and six recommendations. By implementing the recommendations,

The HISD REAL Program will be able to improve various areas of the program.

Due to this being the program's first year, there was no data to gather from previous years or

past students, parents, and staff. This limitation did not allow for the overall impact of a full year of the

program's implementation since most data was gathered and analyzed in April 2023.

By utilizing the study's findings and recommendations, which included immediate, short-term,

and long-term suggestions for the program's next steps, The HISD REAL Program can strategically plan its

second year. By enabling all stakeholders in The HISD REAL Program to take leadership in the program,

each stakeholder will have a lasting impact on its students, parents, and staff.
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Appendices

Appendix A: Student Survey Questions

The student survey instrument included 40 questions designed to assess the two study variables,
program evaluation, and student motivation. We evaluated all variables were open responses, interval
measures, and using a 5-point Likert scale ranging from 1 = Strongly disagree to 5 = Strongly agree.

Greetings Participant,

We are sending surveys to students, families, and The HISD REAL Program staff to gather feedback on
how The HISD REAL Program is doing and how it aligns with the program’s goals, mission, and vision. We
want truthful responses, so all responses will remain anonymous. We hope your feedback will help our
improvement efforts ensure our program meets all participant expectations. Some questions may be
difficult to answer, but we ask you to do your best to respond to all questions.

We estimate this survey will take 45-60 minutes, and will close on Friday, April 14, at 11:59 PM CST. If
you have any questions or concerns about the survey, please reach out to Marvin Pierre,
mpierre@eightmillionstories.org.

Demographic Questions
● What is your gender? (Multiple Choice)
● What is your age? (Multiple Choice)
● Are you of Hispanic, Latino, or Spanish origin? (Multiple Choice)
● How would you best describe yourself? (Multiple Choice)
● Which best describes your employment status? (Multiple Choice)
● What was your last grade completed in your previous school? (Multiple Choice)
● How many more credits do you need to complete to receive your high school diploma? (Short

Answer)

Likert Scale Questions (Strongly Disagree, Disagree, Neutral, Agree, Strongly Agree)
● I try things even if I might fail
● When my solution to a problem is not working, I try to figure out what went wrong
● How smart I am is something I can change
● I take responsibility for working on my goals
● I can calm myself down when I am excited or upset
● I know I will graduate from high school or achieve a graduation equivalency
● I am a hard worker
● I finish whatever I begin
● Setbacks don’t discourage me
● I am hopeful about my future
● What we do in The HISD REAL Program will help me be successful in life
● One of my goals in class is to learn as much as I can
● It is easy to communicate my thoughts and ideas
● I work hard at The HISD REAL Program
● I am proud of The HISD REAL Program

mailto:mpierre@eightmillionstories.org
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● I have a plan for what I would like to do after completing The HISD REAL Program
● I am treated with as much respect as other students
● I feel like I belong in The HISD REAL Program
● There is at least one adult in The HISD REAL Program I can talk to if I have a problem
● I am comfortable asking my teachers for help
● I can do almost all the work in my class if I don’t give up

The HISD REAL Program Questions
● What are you most likely to do after completing The HISD REAL Program? (Multiple Choice)
● Why are you in The HISD REAL Program ? (Short Answer)
● How do you feel about The HISD REAL Program? What are you excited about? What are you not

excited about? (Short Answer)
● With your experience in The HISD REAL Program, what would you suggest to improve your high

school or high schools in general regarding your educational experience? (Short Answer)
● What components or activities (ex. field trips, visits, work learning, etc.) from The HISD REAL

Program have been most influential? (Short Answer)
● What do you think is needed to make your hopes about the future come true? What role do you

have in making it come true? (Short Answer)
● What do you need in order to be successful? What does success look like? How will you be

successful? (Short Answer)
● Who are your favorite people in The HISD REAL Program? Why? Who has been your favorite

teacher? Why? (Short Answer)
● By attending The HISD REAL Program, how has your educational experience been affected?

(Short Answer)
● What do you think prevented you from learning/enjoying school at its maximum at your

previous school? (Short Answer)
● What resources or support does The HISD REAL Program provide you that helps you to be

successful academically, socially, and emotionally? Please be specific. (Short Answer)
● What are some resources The HISD REAL Program could provide to help you be more successful

academically, socially, and emotionally? Please be specific. (Short Answer)
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Appendix B: Parent Survey Questions

The parent survey instrument included 40 questions designed to assess the two study variables, program
evaluation, and student motivation. We evaluated all variables were open responses, interval measures,
and using a 5-point Likert scale ranging from 1 = Strongly disagree to 5 = Strongly agree.

Greetings Participant,

We are sending surveys to students, families, and The HISD REAL Program staff to gather feedback on
how The HISD REAL Program is doing and how it aligns with the program’s goals, mission, and vision. We
want truthful responses, so all responses will remain anonymous. We hope your feedback will help our
improvement efforts ensure our program meets all participant expectations. Some questions may be
difficult to answer, but we ask you to do your best to respond to all questions.

We estimate this survey will take 45-60 minutes, and will close on Friday, April 14, at 11:59 PM CST. If
you have any questions or concerns about the survey, please reach out to Marvin Pierre,
mpierre@eightmillionstories.org.

Demographic Questions
● What is your gender? (Multiple Choice)
● What is your age? (Multiple Choice)
● Are you of Hispanic, Latino, or Spanish origin? (Multiple Choice)
● How would you best describe yourself? (Multiple Choice)
● Which best describes your employment status? (Multiple Choice)
● How many children do you have? (Multiple Choice)
● What is the highest level of school or degree you have completed? (Multiple Choice)
● If you dropped out of school, why? (Short Answer)

Likert Scale Questions (Strongly Disagree, Disagree, Neutral, Agree, Strongly Agree)
● My student will try things even if he or she might fail
● When my student’s solution to a problem is not working, he or she will try something else
● My student believes they can change how smart he or she is
● My student takes responsibility for working on his or her goals
● My student can calm down when she or he is excited or upset
● My student will graduate from high school or a graduation equivalency
● My student is a hard worker
● My student finishes whatever he or she begins
● Setbacks don't discourage my student
● My student is hopeful about his or her future
● I am hopeful about my student's future
● What The HISD REAL Program does will help my student be successful in life
● My student communicated his or her thoughts and ideas
● My student works hard in The HISD REAL Program
● I am proud of the The HISD REAL Program
● I am proud of my student
● My student has a plan after completing The HISD REAL Program
● My student is treated with respect in The HISD REAL Program

mailto:mpierre@eightmillionstories.org
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● My student is supported in The HISD REAL Program

The HISD REAL Program Questions
● Tell us about your relationship with the adults at your child’s school. (Short Answer)
● What are your hopes and dreams for your child in the future? (Short Answer)
● What resources do you think the school provided you to better support you as a parent and your

family? Please be specific. (Short Answer)
● What resources do you think the school should have provided you to better support you as a

parent and your family? Please be specific. (Short Answer)
● How have you seen a difference in your student since he or she started attending The HISD REAL

Program? (Short Answer)
● What do you like about the The HISD REAL Program? (Short Answer)
● What improvements do you think The HISD REAL Program could implement? (Short Answer)
● How has The HISD REAL Program improved or not improved your student’s motivation

academically, socially, emotionally, etc.? (Short Answer)
● What does your child love about school? What do they like least? (Short Answer)
● What did you like about your student’s previous school? (Short Answer)
● What did you dislike about your student’s previous school? (Short Answer)
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Appendix C: Staff Survey Questions

The staff survey instrument included 40 questions designed to assess the two study variables, program
evaluation, and student motivation. We evaluated all variables were open responses, interval measures,
and using a 5-point Likert scale ranging from 1 = Strongly disagree to 5 = Strongly agree.

Greetings Participant,

We are sending surveys to students, families, and The HISD REAL Program staff to gather feedback on
how The HISD REAL Program is doing and how it aligns with the program’s goals, mission, and vision. We
want truthful responses, so all responses will remain anonymous. We hope your feedback will help our
improvement efforts ensure our program meets all participant expectations. Some questions may be
difficult to answer, but we ask you to do your best to respond to all questions.

We estimate this survey will take 45-60 minutes, and will close on Friday, April 14, at 11:59 PM CST. If
you have any questions or concerns about the survey, please reach out to Marvin Pierre,
mpierre@eightmillionstories.org.

Demographic Questions
● What is your gender? (Multiple Choice)
● What is your age? (Multiple Choice)
● Are you of Hispanic, Latino, or Spanish origin? (Multiple Choice)
● How would you best describe yourself? (Multiple Choice)
● What is the highest level of school or degree you have completed? (Multiple Choice)
● How long have you been in the education field? (Multiple Choice)
● What grade levels have you taught? (Multiple Choice)

Likert Scale Questions (Strongly Disagree, Disagree, Neutral, Agree, Strongly Agree)
● My students try things even if they might fail
● My students figure out what went wrong if their solution to a problem doesn't work
● My students take responsibility for working on their goals
● My students can calm themselves down when they are excited or upset
● My students are hard workers
● My students finish what they begin
● Setbacks don't discourage my students
● My students are hopeful about their futures
● What we do in the REAL program will help students be successful in life
● It is easy for my student's to communicate their thoughts and ideas
● I am proud of the REAL program
● All students are treated with equal respect
● My students ask for help when they need it

The HISD REAL Program Questions
● How do you think you currently meet the needs of the students in the REAL program? (Short

Answer)

mailto:mpierre@eightmillionstories.org
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● Tell us about your experience in working at/with The HISD REAL program. Please be specific.
(Short Answer)

● How do you think The HISD REAL program could improve? (Short Answer)
● What makes the REAL program different from the mainstream learning environment? (Short

Answer)
● What are your hopes for The HISD REAL program? (Short Answer)
● What components or activities have been most influential for the REAL program? (Short Answer)
● Why did you decide to be a staff member of The HISD REAL program? How did you hear about

it? (Short Answer)
● How do you motivate your students? (Short Answer)
● Tell us about any resources The HISD REAL program contributed to the community? What impact

do you feel the contributions were? Why? (Short Answer)
● Are there any resources you believe could have been contributed that weren't? If so, what would

they be? Why do you feel these resources could be impactful? (Short Answer)
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Appendix D: Analysis Table - Survey and Document Analysis Evidence

Survey Key
● How effectively does The HISD REAL Program, as designed and delivered, align with its stated mission, vision, and goals?
● How, if at all, does a student’s perception of school change due to participating in The HISD REAL Program?
● What factors impact a student’s choice of being involved in The HISD REAL Program?

Document Analysis Evidence Key
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Project Questions Survey Evidence Document Analysis Evidence

How effectively
does The HISD
REAL Program, as
designed and
delivered, align
with its stated
mission, vision,
and goals?

Our mission is to
provide a network
of support and
access, that closes
the opportunity
gap for
traditionally
underserved youth
(10-21 years old).

Through our
holistic services
and core
programming, we
give our youth the
opportunity to
build
relationships,
develop new skills,
and establish goals
that will put them
on a trajectory to
success and

Parent
● Tell us about your relationship with the adults at your child’s school.

○ Good
○ If the need or request anything, I just do itcordial
○ The relationship between the school and us is high
○ Theirs a two way relationship with adults. They will communicate on

a regular basis, offer suggestions, and super supportive. I’m able to
speak freely with an adult to as questions on child’s progress.

○ I haven’t spoken with any adults since she has been in the program
○ Pleasant; the teacher last communicates well with me

● What resources do you think the school provided you to better support you
as a parent and your family? Please be specific.

○ I every thing
○ Care - a caring team that knows how to communicate and excuse

plans
○ PATIENTS and a small school setting
○ The school provided better meals for my kid
○ The teachers are counselors are hands on which supports child's

needs.
○ So far she is focused and enjoys the program and it eases my mind

knowing she’s at school and not skipping school.
○ Small class setting

● What resources do you think the school should have provided you to better
support you as a parent and your family? Please be specific.

○ Nothing they gave me everything
○ Nothing, it was perfect the way it was. Way better than a regular

school
○ n/a
○ It should provide information about my student
○ N/A
○ Be more informative with her progress in the program and her goals
○ Transportation

Impact Overview
● This artifact shows the

program overview, which
includes the problem and
program potential soluton and
desired outcomes. It also had
the interventions

● that the program provides. It
breakdown the current
statistical evidence pertaining
to credits, attendance and
partnerships, and feedback. It
also shows withdrawals.

Operating Policies and Procedures
Manual

● This artifact shows the
majority of the manual is not
completed. However, there
are headers that list Intro and
background, referral
andenrollment, programs,
academics, data management,
operations, branding, safety
and security, job duties and
essential functions.

2022-2023 School Calendar
● This artifact shows the dates

students and staff will attend
programming.

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1MFS7PTy8G4mXuYJEhU8HMLpFdagO-nhW/edit#slide=id.p1
https://docs.google.com/document/d/105qptYIDPD5b4mOVxlVZ5XafhcrEqfyp/edit?usp=drive_web&ouid=109782797506527715167&rtpof=true
https://docs.google.com/document/d/105qptYIDPD5b4mOVxlVZ5XafhcrEqfyp/edit?usp=drive_web&ouid=109782797506527715167&rtpof=true
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1bQ6FLH5Tjm-PpsGK_qICEJi5rgWfFGPl/edit?usp=drive_web&ouid=109782797506527715167&rtpof=true
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self-sufficiency in
adulthood.

● What do you like about the REAL program?
○ Smaller group setting: That they help the student more One on one,

Small class setting; teacher/student relationship
○ That it is unique and different. I was surprised how much they help in

your child's future and care and the readiness for the real world
○ They've given my child a reason to want to attend school and I'm

GRATEFUL.
○ I like the program because is a alternative way my son can graduate

high school
○ I like that the Real program genuinely cares about their students

education and provides them with life goals to succeed.
○ It’s not crowded and the students can actually learn and experience

other things like educational field trips
● What improvements do you think the REAL program could implement?

○ 3 - Nothing they do a good job, None, The school has done everything
good

○ extend the program thru high school completion
○ The Real program should implement more locations to serve other

students within HISD.
○ For me it’s communication with the parents
○ Provide transportation

● My student has a plan after completing the REAL program
○ SD→SA (0, 0, 0, 2, 5)

● My student is supported in the REAL program
○ SD→SA (0, 0, 0, 2, 5)

● My student will graduate from high school or a graduation equivalency
○ SD→SA (0, 0, 0, 2, 5)

● I am proud of the REAL program
○ SD→SA (0, 0, 0, 2, 5)

● My student has a plan after completing the REAL program
○ SD→SA (0, 0, 0, 2, 5)

● My student is supported in the REAL program
○ SD→SA (0, 0, 0, 2, 5)

Example of PD Agenda
● This artifact shows sessions

that staff will attend regarding
data, practice same lessons,
org-wide culture planning and
documents time.

HISD Real Flyer
● This artifact shows the

requirements students need
to have to be eligible to be
admitted to The HISD REAL
Program. The goal of the
program is communicated. It
lists the overview of the
school day. It also lists the
benefits of the program and
the curriculum it uses (APEX).
Explains how they approach
the whole child (food,
clothing, and child care). The
flyer is also communicated in
Spanish.

Student Support Specialist Job
Description

● This artifact clearly states the
mission and vision of the
program, the description of
roles and responsibilities,
salary, and benefits.

Operations Associate Job Description

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1dlE68L3Ix7qO_ZnYLRC6LMkJS5Rs54Dx/edit
https://drive.google.com/file/d/12EQOy_vUpiKnuCgPGMA3Y7KLRVfhRizd/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZKec7WyQGL57EDYdg_3gEBZC6wQTZgnK/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZKec7WyQGL57EDYdg_3gEBZC6wQTZgnK/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/15mzdxgX-38P05lJodN0k6XmiBYJvJUBz/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=109782797506527715167&rtpof=true&sd=true
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Students
● How do you feel about the REAL program? What are you excited about? What

are you not excited about?
1. I am excited about the REAL program that we get to do thins easier

here and faster so I thank y'all so much for this opportunity.
2. I am excited to catch up and go above a grade level n graduate early
3. nothing
4. I feel great about the real program
5. How I feel about the real program is happy what im excited about is

the new activites they bring to the program what im not excited
about is leaving

6. I think the REAL program is doing a good job right now. I'm excited
that we will get a student body president. I'm not excited about the
fact that we cant use headphones.

7. i feel like the real program is here for me to do better. i am excited
about all of the new opportunitys.

8. I'm excited to go to college and I'm not excited to leave the program
9. I'm excited to get my credits, not excited for the unnecessary changes
10. good
11. I feel helped and catered to. I am excited about the credits i have

earned so far. I dislike the lack of being organized
12. Ilike it
13. I love the REAL program it has helped me so much mentally, i am

excited to graduate, I am nit excited about leaving the people i
became friends with while here

14. I'm excited about everything, because REAL just beginning. if you
want to be for real.

15. N/A
16. its great
17. I'm good with the way things are.
18. I like it. I'm excited about job opportunities. I'm not excited about the

transportation

● This artifact clearly states the
mission and vision of the
program, the description of
roles and responsibilities,
salary, and benefits.

● This artifact also links the
application to apply.

Managing Director of Strategy and
Operations Job Description

● This artifact clearly states the
mission and vision of the
program, the description of
roles and responsibilities,
salary, and benefits.

● Ages changed

Managing Director of Programming
Job Description

● This artifact clearly states the
mission and vision of the
program, the description of
roles and responsibilities,
salary, and benefits.

Family and Student Engagement
Specialist Job Description

● This artifact clearly states the
mission and vision of the
program, the description of
roles and responsibilities,
salary, and benefits.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bh1bahN6S3kfiHdUkpDtJGDuz9j3GL1w/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bh1bahN6S3kfiHdUkpDtJGDuz9j3GL1w/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/18dLdvVxgyo1HEMtK-avngkhO4vKjC6wJ/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=109782797506527715167&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://docs.google.com/document/d/18dLdvVxgyo1HEMtK-avngkhO4vKjC6wJ/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=109782797506527715167&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NV6PMeGM_1NoctxiX2sSntLIY280T9Vk/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NV6PMeGM_1NoctxiX2sSntLIY280T9Vk/view?usp=sharing
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19. how i feel about the real program is that i can do my best at reaching
my goal .Im excited about passing all my courses and reaching my
goal .im not excited about how slow i been moving in apex i feel like i
need to do better and get on my grind

20. achiveing my goals
21. im exited that i git an opportunity to graduate on time
22. its mid
23. I feel that the real program is a very good movement created by 8

million stories & I am mostly excited about the programs that they
have in store here.

24. I really like the program because they really care about you, give you
the push you need it and they keep it real with us.

25. Its cool
26. i feel that its great im excited about the program
27. the real is a great program from young adults and im excited because

they give people a second chance.
28. im not really sure
29. I feel very happy because I can recover my credits and catch up
30. i feel like the real a great program, im excited about the second

chance they give you in life.
31. One thing that excites me about the REAL program is the job and

internship opportunities we have.
32. I feel like this is a great program. Overall, I have seen a lot of students

improve in their apex and most students have improved in the way
they speak and act. The program has thought a lot of us how to be
and speak professionally. It has thought us how to fill out job
applications and have prepared us for future job interviews. They
offer to help find jobs, help you fill out FASFA application, and help
you with any personal problems you might have. I am excited to see
in how many other ways the program will improve I think it is great
the way it is now.

33. i dont like the dress code but i like the opportunity they have.

Academic Success Coach Job
Description

● This artifact clearly states the
mission and vision of the
program, the description of
roles and responsibilities,
salary, and benefits.

● No salary listed

HISD Program Overview
● This artifact shows an

executive summary of the
program

● Target grade levels
● Named working with

disconnected youth
● Algns - In line with the

district’s mission to provide all
students with the tools
necessary to reach their full
potential

● Using its OnTime Grad model
and leveraging building space
at Jones High School, cohorts
for HISD REAL will be
identified in two ways:

○ 1. Pre-emptively:
Students who are
currently enrolled in
HISD who meet more
than 3 of the23 early
warning indicators.
Students will follow

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1DFuPRMsb1fSAswO_SWWKisRv7P6RbODc/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1DFuPRMsb1fSAswO_SWWKisRv7P6RbODc/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NewSipwmz5GFvT5kCvseWVO1xQmNmHY1/view?usp=sharing
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● With your experience in the REAL program, what would you suggest to
improve your high school or high schools in general regarding your
educational experience?

○ Communication
○ I can improve my attending, saying like to go to school because school

isn't that bad after all.
○ school time, lunch and better environment
○ learning
○ I would suggest to improve the type of teachers. Schools need

teachers that will dedicate their work time to all students, even if one
day is not enough.

○ with my experience in the real program what ill suggest in highschool
is theres always a chance to be better

○ I think we should have more programs that prepare students for
adulthood.

○ they should have more emotional support for the kids and not only
focus on work they should do the an life part.

○ make it a more comfortable Enviromint and more available help for
students

○ Almost everything
○ good
○ Be more active within the kids in and outside of school lives and be

more concerned.
○ I am going to general
○ Tutoring
○ Give all the class on apex
○ N/A
○ my self
○ The library
○ i suggest to improve how fast i move in my learning experience in

high school
○ hhh
○ ill want to imkprove communicating my thoughts better

the referral process;
they will be attached
to their home campus
while receiving
services through this
partnership at Jones
HS.

○ 2. Reactively: Students
with whereabouts
unknown who have
not been with HISD
within the last two
years. Students
struggling to enroll at
their home campus
will be enrolled at the
HISD Virtual School.
From there, they will
follow a process to
receive services
through this
partnership with Eight
Million Stories, Inc..

● List the program statement
and solution, program goals
and objectives, targeted
campuses, target grades, and
target population

● Academic intervention and
computer-based instruction.

● Reduced hours during the
instructional day, allowing
students to work and/or
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○ idk
○ I feel that other high schools should improve there school by giving

there students more oppurtunities.
○ they should get better teachers or re train them at regular high

schools
○ As of now i feel like the real is good as it is.
○ nothing
○ schools need to have people like the REAL PROGRAM because of the

respect and time they give to students
○ my experience in the real program is great community and

environment.
○ I would suggest that high school put in better efforts to communicate

with students as well as give more respect to students.
○ In my opinion, I think my high school should improve in many ways

starting with keeping up with students who are behind and checking
up on students. At the high school I was attending they lacked on
doing so because they are so focused on what students are doing bad
that they don't think about what problems the student could
personally/internally be going through. Yates High School should
improve in many other ways to one day be considered like the Real
program they lack respect for students, they lack on teaching, and
they always put themselves first before putting a student first I have
had many horrible experiences with teachers including racism, name
calling, and arguments because I've stood up for other students, they
were being unfair too. Not just that but they also lack on keeping
students informed about important things. They have no care in the
world towards students and constantly brings students down by
saying things like "Then you all wonder why you

○ all don't have anything" things a teacher shouldn't say to students. It
honestly just lacks so much.

○ that the students should care more and also the teachers.
● What components or activities (ex. field trips, visits, work learning, etc.) from

the REAL program have been most influential?

participate in other
programming.

● Post-secondary support

Art of Automotive Photos
● This artifact shows a project

that students have completed
with a community partner on
automobiles.

● Hands-on learning
● Real-life experience

Apex Learning (online platform)
● Platform that students use to

complete assignments and see
growth.

Press Release
● This artifact shows a press

release from HISD about the
partnership between 8MS and
HISD.

Graduation Photos
● This artifact shows photos of

students who gradyated with
the HS diploma.

Instagram
● Thisa artifact shows evidence

of the activities students
completed while in the
program.

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1AAH6HhZivdwf_bttgfYkcW2gVwuxOMx1?usp=sharing
https://www.apexlearningvs.com/?campaignid=10617625871&adgroupid=105208337495&creative=457261311813&matchtype=e&network=g&device=c&keyword=apex%20learning&gad=1&gclid=Cj0KCQjw7uSkBhDGARIsAMCZNJviP0dMKdTDyzhfLJGLaPMZ71dAI2IMv2Gj7JEPm_RAW2nO6ZjRWGQaAlALEALw_wcB
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HyyC1Pbm1PpL2exYGE0eLHjY308jTWEZ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1zUBKDhfBa-4k_XPQyabKEVcN0fnaHgQl?usp=drive_link
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○ The field trips have been more influential because they teach us and
tell us like what we can do for ourselfs in the future or whaat we can
study for.

○ most of them
○ 2
○ The fieldtrips to places that interest me that might be adaptive for me

in the future to look for a job. I was really intrigued in the Microsoft
field trip because I am interested in the tech field for my career.

○ a few activites that have been a BIG influence on me is when the
music people came to help us record a song or when we went to UT
to see how college is

○ The field trips have been very influential.
○ when we went to Austin.
○ The HP and Austin field trips
○ Apex and Trio
○ apex
○ HP have influeneced me the most to thrive for success
○ meet new people
○ The speakers the bring in to talk to us and the life lessons they give

along the way
○ HP, UT an Workforce
○ N/A
○ the teachers
○ Apex
○ The Austin field trip
○ hp has been the most influential and UT austin
○ hhh
○ work learning becuase i have to learn a different way
○ the shadow with bank of America
○ The trip to hp(Hewlett-Packard Company)was the most influential to

me because it showed the power of team work.
○ All of them are really influential to me I get to learn a little from

everything
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○ Hp
○ the hp field trip because i learned alot
○ Mircosoft, because it thought us more about technology.
○ all of them
○ when the military used here they influenced me to enter the military
○ Mircosoft, it helped me learn more about technology and building

things with it.
○ Yesterdays field trip to hp was a very influential field trip as well as to

Austin
○ A component from the REAL program that has been the most

influential is the financial literacy classes there were a lot of things I
learned that have helped me manage my money and a lot of advice
that I will need in the future.

○ going to hp it help a lot to see life.
● I know I will graduate from high school or achieve a graduation equivalency

○ SD→SA (2, 0, 3, 6, 22)
● I am proud of the REAL program

○ SD→SA (2, 0, 3, 6, 22)
● I have a plan for what I would like to do after completing the REAL program

○ SD→SA (2, 0, 2, 12, 17)

Staff
● How do you think you currently meet the needs of the students in the REAL

program?
○ In my role, I think I meet student needs by being someone they know

will listen but also hold them accountable. I encourage and correct at
the same time. That is needed as our students thrive in structure. I
definitely also have opportunity to grow as well.

○ By doing my research on current teaching trends, intentional
conversations and building rapport with students.

○ Supporting and giving them tools to utilize as they advocate for
themselves. Strongly encouraging students and finding the good in
each one
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○ I have been helping our students needs by being available to help
them with needs outside of the school. I have helped students with
Ubers to job interviews, to school, and home on occasions. I have also
been able to speak with students when they are going through things
at home.

○ My position can improve the need for students away from campus.
○ I offer a meditation space to help relieve stress and anxiety before

classes begin. Helping educators in the class allows me to interact
with students and give them positive feedback. I also report concerns
related to any barriers I see that may be holding a student back from
reaching their goals.

○ By showing up for them everyday, and being my most authentic self.
○ Many if not ALL the students that are admitted into the REAL

program fall below right at or fall below the poverty line. As a result,
they are experiencing many inequities especially when it comes to
the quality of education, they receive. They are academically behind
and the last two years of abrupt remote learning made matters
worse. Nothing was in place that regularly assessed the mental health
of our students during the pandemic or even after. My role addresses
the need for regular emotional and mental health support especially
for our students.

○ I hope that my continuous words of encouragement and emotional
support to every student would be words of wisdom that they can
apply to life leading them into successful careers and
entrepreneurships.

● Tell us about your experience in working at/with the REAL program. Please be
specific.

○ I enjoy my time working at REAL. I love seeing the growth of our
students; they came in not seeing the possibility of college or even
having experienced success. They now feel like, "why not me?". I
have also experienced moments of frustration because there have
been missed opportunities for student learning that could have been
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prevented. I know that so much more needs to be done to grow the
program to its full potential, but I am willing to put in the work.

○ There needs to be a conversation about work-life balance and
creating healthy boundaries in the workplace. There is an apparent
lack of understanding of people having lives outside work. Also, there
is a lack of classroom support. We cannot teach students about
wellness and structure if we do not have that ourselves. Staff
members should feel supported, UPPER MANAGEMENT is doing a
great job telling us what we need to improve on, but there is no
highlight on what we have done right, health and wellness checks, or
anything. There is a continuous sense of urgency without
consideration or empathy.

○ This is a learning experience for myself. The REAL students have lots
of issues which has them lacking support

○ I believe that my experience with the REAL program has been eye
opening. The program has shown me that their should be a lot more
alternative programs so that students can have exposure. It has been
challenging at times due to the staff shortage but the goal of serving
youth still was met.

○ Life changing experience working with many different personalities. I
learned how to adapt and respond to many needs.

○ The guest speakers seem to inspire the students to succeed in the
career of their choice. Offering a 2 year scholarship to students
motivates them to push through and finish the work. Addressing
mental health helps remove the barriers to learning and gives each
person an opportunity to focus on their school work.

○ My experience working at REAL has been a struggle, stressful, and
draining mentally.

○ when I was first hired on. I felt I was being pulled in many directions
(college app, resume, classroom support, enrichment, social
emotional support). My role wasn’t clear at the time and that made
things feel shaky for me. Communication among staff has not been
the best but it is significantly improving and that really has been the
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difference for me. When expectations are clear it allows things flow
easily. Nonetheless I do feel like I am valued and I feel supported.

○ The experience in working with students in the HISD school system
allowed me to know how the students have no voice, but the REAL
program has given them a voice and the hope of achieving any and all
goals in life to become successful.

● How do you think the REAL program could improve?
○ I need to create and communicate systems around all aspects of our

work. I need to provide more coaching to staff to build their capacity
so that they are proactive instead of reactive. I also need to work
with the rest of leadership to fine tune our profile of a student to
ensure we communicate clearly to campuses and families of
expectations and outcomes of the program.

○ I have genuinely enjoyed a lot of students, and some of the projects
we have worked on have helped me properly understand their
long-term goals and have helped me shape the classroom
expectations and also hold them accountable. The only issue I am
having is helping those students who are not interested in getting
help. So, to do this, I would need more in-class support, and a
disciplinary program should be established.

○ Exercising their - Voices will help them fill comfortable with speaking
for themselves and opening up - With sharing their needs and concer.

○ I believe the program could improve by continuing to add programs
to add exposure to the students. I also believe that parents should be
more involved with the program.

○ More programs for the students and staff that are successful from
start to finish.

○ Offering tutors to students to help them succeed in areas where they
are struggling.

○ Better organization, policy and procedures guidelines for the
program.

○ -The students are in the same classroom for 5 hours a day. It may not
seem like a long time for adults but many of our students need
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transition periods. Building a schedule where students can get up and
walk into a different class for their activities will allow them to take a
break them reset for their next activity. - Better communication with
their home campus counselors so we can let students know where
they are (credits). -In class Support for academic coaches (tutors),
More educational outings. The students absolutely loved the trip to
Austin. This also allows for students to feel more connected to their
peers and staff. -Summer programming

○ First have a set mind to listen to the voice of vision, before moving
forward until you've actually caught the vision.

● What makes the REAL program different from the mainstream learning
environment?

○ The biggest difference is our work is grounded in building authentic
relationships with students and their support circle (or create a
support circle for them). We do not simply focus on the traditional
components of education, we also focus on life skills such as financial
literacy, SEL support, and job skills. Student voice is also a priority to
us; we provide them an opportunity to try new things and leverage
their strengths.

○ Very dependent on everyone working together to achieve a goal but
lacks proper structure and understanding of professionalism.

○ We give kids chances and opportunities other students don’t receive
in traditional school

○ What makes the REAL program different is the programs that are not
in a traditional setting. Programs such as financial literacy, podcast,
and the Plug. REAL also has exposed students to experiences that
they have not had before.

○ The students are able to be personable to each staff member on
campus.

○ It gives the student autonomy and recognizes each person's strength.
The program removes barriers to learning by addressing them
(mental health support, filling out job applications, free clothing and
shoes, to name a few). The environment teaches respect for self and
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for others. Students are made aware of how they speak and to form
new habits to help them speak professionally so they can be taken
seriously when they go out lookin for jobs. The program invites
speakers to assist students in career selections and hone in on their
interests so they can make better choices for a successful future.

○ Self pace, enrichment, life skills, job placement
○ The REAL program reengages students. It’s a shift many students

desperately needed. Smaller classrooms, tailored learning and
specialized support is what makes REAL different. Also, the staff
reflects the students. Black students need Black educators.

○ I feel it gives the students an opportunity to learn and develop
leadership skills, both academically and socially.

● What components or activities have been most influential for the REAL
program?

○ Field trips to various industry partners and job opportunities. The
credit recovery piece is secondary.

○ The enrichment
○ Enrichment
○ Financial Literacy and shorten class schedule
○ Girls group has been an amazing influence on the young woman who

attend. The field lessons have also been a positive influence on the
students who participate.

○ I believe speakers like Mr. Harper and the field trip to UT Austin had a
significant impact on the students.

○ The field trips, and guest speaker
○ Relationship building with our students -Enrichment opportunities

during school hours (financial Literacy, Podcast) -Field trips
○ We've provided greater opportunities that allow the students to

express themselves creatively through education and innovatively
through visitations to affiliated companies and field trips to
universities the student may have an interest in attending.

● Why did you decide to be a staff member of the REAL program? How did you
hear about it?
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○ I had previously worked with Marvin; I wanted to work as a staff
member of REAL because I know we fill the gaps of the traditional
school system; I believe what we do changes the trajectory of our
students' lives

○ I wanted to positively impact students who are looking to grow..
○ I have seen the program grow and support students. I heard about

the program from a previous employer
○ I decided to be a REAL staff member because I believe in the vision

that was started with Eight Million Stories. I believe that all students
need exposure and a chance to showcase their talents. I heard about
the program while working with Harris County Juvenile Probation.

○ I have been watching the amazing work 8MS has been doing the
previous years.

○ The REAL program has dedicated professionals that need support
from volunteers. I saw a need for basic administrative work. The
educators are better able to focus on the students by finding the
tools they need at their fingertips. I have seen relief on their faces
when they were able to find a file easily, locate the correct supplies in
an organized closet and communicate with a Spanish speaking
parent. I heard about the program through AmeriCorps.

○ I want to make a difference in the way a youth thinks about
themselves

○ I decided to join the REAL team because I believe education is the
foundation for success and the loved what 8MS was already doing.
When I saw the job posting on Indeed and looked up the
organization, I saw many great things that I look for in an
organization. I am currently still here because I see myself growing in
my role and that is the most important component for me.

○ Life lessons allows you open up your heart and become relatable in
wanting to help others.

● I am proud of the REAL program
○ SD→SA (2, 0, 1, 4, 2)
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How, if at all, does
a student’s
perception of
school change due
to participating in
The HISD REAL
Program?

Parent
● How have you seen a difference in your student since he or she started

attending the REAL program?
○ He likes going to school and he wants to go to college
○ He actually likes school now and loves his teachers and is more

determined
○ My student is very motivated now to attend school.
○ Yes he has started to like school more
○ I noticed a difference in students mindset about education. He once

contemplated dropping out of school until the Real program provided
him with better curriculum to suit his learning style.

○ She’s more open when we talk she’s more focused and enjoys going
to school

○ Yes! Absolutely! Very thankful!
● My student will try things even if he or she might fail

○ SD→SA (0, 0, 2, 3, 2)
● When my student's solution to a problem is not working, he or she will try

something else
○ SD→SA (0, 0, 1, 4, 2)

● My student believes they can change how smart he or she is
● SD→SA (0, 0, 0, 6, 1)My student takes responsibility for working on his or her

goals
○ SD→SA (0, 0, 2, 3, 2)

● My student can calm down when she or he is excited or upset
○ SD→SA (0, 0, 5, 1, 1)

● My student is a hard worker
○ SD→SA (0, 0, 0, 4, 3)

● My student finishes whatever he or she begins
○ SD→SA (0, 0, 2, 5, 0)

● Setbacks don't discourage my student
○ SD→SA (0, 0, 3, 4, 0)

● My student is hopeful about his or her future
○ SD→SA (0, 0, 0, 2, 5)

Art of Automotive Photos
● This artifact shows a project

that students have completed
with a community partner on
automobiles.

● Hands-on learning
● Real-life experience

Graduation Photos
● This artifact shows photos of

students who gradyated with
the HS diploma.

Instagram
● This artifact shows evidence of

the activities students
completed while in the
program.

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1AAH6HhZivdwf_bttgfYkcW2gVwuxOMx1?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1zUBKDhfBa-4k_XPQyabKEVcN0fnaHgQl?usp=drive_link
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● My student communicated his or her thoughts and ideas
○ SD→SA (0, 0, 0, 4, 3)

● My student works hard in the REAL program
○ SD→SA (0, 0, 0, 2, 5)

Students
● I try things even if I might fail

○ SD→SA (1, 0, 7, 10, 15)
● When my solution to a problem is not working, I try to figure out what went

wrong
○ SD→SA (1, 1, 4, 14, 13)

● How smart I am is something I can change
○ SD→SA (1, 0, 4, 11, 17)

● I take responsibility for working on my goals
○ SD→SA (2, 0, 1, 13, 17)

● I can calm myself down when I am excited or upset
○ SD→SA (1, 1, 5, 13, 13)

● I am a hard worker
○ SD→SA (1, 1, 1, 9, 21)

● I finish whatever I begin
○ SD→SA (1, 2, 2, 10, 18)

● Setbacks don’t discourage me
○ SD→SA (1, 3, 5, 10, 14)

● I am hopeful about my future
○ SD→SA (1, 1, 2, 11, 18)

● One of my goals in class is to learn as much as I can
○ SD→SA (1, 0, 2, 14, 16)

● It is easy to communicate my thoughts and ideas
○ SD→SA (4, 2, 4, 11, 12)

● I work hard at the REAL program
○ SD→SA (1, 1, 2, 10, 19)

● I can do almost all the work in my class if I don’t give up
○ SD→SA (1, 0, 2, 7, 23)
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● By attending the REAL program, how has your educational experience been
affected?

○ Is been affected positively because It changed myself and it actually
got me going to school.

○ Good
○ just do apex
○ Attending the real program my educational experience has been

affected in ways like learning how important it is in the real world to
be professional, because the real program is teaching about the real
world and how it can affect us in many ways if we dont do whats
right.

○ attending the real program real life changed me as a person its not
even about the educational process no more its more about who i
wanna be they help me catch up to all my work grade and NGS

○ I was able to recover all my credits and made me more motivated to
do my work.

○ in a good way
○ It helped me reached my right grade
○ I actually have hope in myself and motivation to keep going
○ good
○ It have increased in a positive way.
○ I can move at my speed
○ Yes, im much more attentive and i enjoy coming to the program its

such a loving, non judgeful environment
○ It when up, i been more in engaged in school
○ N/A
○ a lot gained a lot of experience
○ It's definitely been a little shift in my work ethic.
○ I have a second chance
○ at first i wasn't use to the environment because i was so use to

regular school and moving around alot not just staying and one spot
all day

○ hhh
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○ it has gotten much better
○ made me more woke
○ It changed my level of thinking.
○ is been great I really didnt have hope on myself but the program

chance it around
○ alot
○ im getting credits fast
○ by attending the real program it helped me learn more about things

in life.
○ i been focused
○ It opened my eyes to what the real world is like and is preparing me

for the real world.
○ it helped me alot made me understand more about different things.
○ I have regained motivation for school
○ By attending the REAL program my educational experience improved

I have learned so many important life and social skills. Not just that
but I have learned how to prepare for job interviews and how to fill
out job applications. I have learned how to speak, act, and dress
professionally. I have learned new words and have been practicing
them for future references.

○ its been very great i can say.

Staff
● My students try things even if they might fail

○ SD→SA (0, 4, 1, 3, 1)
● My students figure out what went wrong if their solution to a problem

doesn't work
○ SD→SA (1, 4, 0, 4, 0)

● My students take responsibility for working on their goals
○ SD→SA (1, 4, 2, 1, 1)

● My students can calm themselves down when they are excited or upset
○ SD→SA (1, 3, 3, 2, 0)

● My students are hard workers
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○ SD→SA (1, 2, 1, 4, 1
● My students finish what they begin

○ SD→SA (1, 2, 3, 2, 1)
● Setbacks don't discourage my students

○ SD→SA (2, 5, 1, 1, 0)
● My students are hopeful about their futures

○ SD→SA (1, 1, 3, 3, 1)
● It is easy for my student's to communicate their thoughts and ideas

○ SD→SA (1, 5, 0, 2, 1)
● How do you motivate your students?

○ Provide them with opportunities to have small wins; build their
confidence and make things relevant to them.

○ Using videos that speak to subjects they are interested in, giving
students a chance to also teach others.

○ Talking with them encouraging them and supporting them
○ I motivate students by constantly staying positive even when they can

only see negative. I constantly remind them that they can accomplish
anything through hard-work and dedication.

○ Positive and influential affirmations.
○ I give them positive feedback when they don't feel like their doing a

good job (Example: During a "feel good Friday" painting session I
heard a student say he wasn't very good at painting, I encouraged
him to try something new. The result was a wonderful Jackson Pollock
rendition. I mentioned this to him and he asked who the artist was,
an excellent educational opportunity. I mentioned that there are
different types of paintings and Mr. Pollock was a famous artist).

○ Positive attitude and interactions
○ I veer away from their circumstances and really lean into the here

and now. I encourage students to think of the bigger picture and what
that looks and feels like to them. I use their motivation to motivate
them. I also try to be as consistent with how I show up and how I
speak to them.
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○ The key word is genuine love and compassion, not only in words, but
also showing consistently

What factors
impact a student’s
choice of being
involved in The
HISD REAL
Program?

Parent
● What are your hopes and dreams for your child in the future?

○ To go college and become some one in life
○ I don't have hopes and dreams for my child as he has his own and I

believe in him
○ My hopes and dreams is for my child to continue to receive a great

education and become a productive member to society.
○ I hope my son can be successful in life
○ I hope and dream child can apply learnings and life skills taught in the

real world after graduation.
○ To graduate and become an independent young lady with high

standards for herself
○ Receive college degree

● How has the REAL program improved or not improved your student’s
motivation academically, socially, emotionally, etc.?

○ It has improved hom in his Attitude
○ It improved his motivation a lot. He is more involved in decisions and

care about his future.
○ My student is motivated to do homework now.
○ The real program has improved my son he is motivated to go to

school now
○ The Real program improved students motivation academically and

emotionally.
○ It has improved her motivation greatly and for that I’m grateful
○ My child is now motivated to attend school and is doing very well

academically! Thankful.
● What does your child love about school? What do they like least?

○ They like the time that he goes in and time he gets out he feels like it
doesn't take all day to be in school

○ The learning, his teachers in how they are so involved and hands on

Art of Automotive Photos
● This artifact shows a project

that students have completed
with a community partner on
automobiles.

● Hands-on learning
● Real-life experience

Graduation Photos
● This artifact shows photos of

students who gradyated with
the HS diploma.

Instagram
● Thisa artifact shows evidence

of the activities students
completed while in the
program.

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1AAH6HhZivdwf_bttgfYkcW2gVwuxOMx1?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1zUBKDhfBa-4k_XPQyabKEVcN0fnaHgQl?usp=drive_link
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○ Small setting and the opportunity given to work toward receiving
diploma

○ My child likes history and dislikes math
○ My child loves that he’s not judged because of learning disability.
○ Not crowded and she’s able to focus. Nothing
○ My child loves her teachers and the opportunity that’s been given to

succeed academically
● What did you like about your student’s previous school?

○ 5 - Nothing N/A
○ I liked the building
○ I liked the prestige of students previous school

● What did you dislike about your student’s previous school?
○ I didn't like that the teacher Really didn't care
○ Evrything, staff never knew anything, not professional, they show

how confused and frustrated they are. No one returns your call, and
the misinformation.

○ "constant" chaos
○ I dislike the education programs in my son's previous school
○ I disliked students previous school due to not meeting students

disability needs.
○ No communication on her progress and always worried about

something happening in the school
○ Lack of concern from staff; students out of control

● I am hopeful about my student's future
○ SD→SA (0, 0, 0, 2, 5)

● What the REAL program does will help my student be successful in life
○ SD→SA (0, 0, 0, 2, 5)

● My student is treated with respect in the REAL program
○ SD→SA (0, 0, 0, 2, 5)

● What the REAL program does will help my student be successful in life
○ SD→SA (0, 0, 0, 2, 5)

● My student works hard in the REAL program
○ SD→SA (0, 0, 0, 2, 5)
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● I am proud of my student
○ SD→SA (0, 0, 0, 2, 5)

● My student is treated with respect in the REAL program
○ SD→SA (0, 0, 0, 2, 5)

Students
● Why are you in the REAL program?

○ New chance
■ “For a second chance at life”
■ “to look for new things”
■ “Secoond chance at life”
■ To get back on track
■ Gain life ready-ness skills and to graduate highschool
■ To change my life around and do the best i can to past

○ Credits/Graduate
■ “I needed my credits and I did not qualify to enter my degree

that i needed to be”
■ “I was not holding myself accountable at my home campus

resulting in my grades slipping and me being behind on
credits”

■ “Credits”
■ I didnt have credits or good attendance
■ To recover my credits and gain some helpful skills for my

future
■ Lack of credits
■ Graduate
■ To graduate on time and to be prepared for the real world

after
■ Graduation
■ Be done with school
■ My credits
■ Gain credits and prepare us for real life things
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■ To get my credits and a job and cus i like how they realse
early

■ Because needed help with my credits
■ To graduate
■ To grad early

○ MIxed
■ “I am in the REAL program because I know this program will

help me succeed in life. The REAL program is a great program
that will help you graduate and not just that but help you find
yourself and your passions. The REAL program provides a lot
of things that not a lot of programs offer. I am here because
being here has made me the person I am today and I have
achieved many of my goals as well. I saw progress in myself
and that is why I am here.”

■ “I am in the program, because I wasn't attending real school
and i almost got kicked out but they gave me another chance
to redeem myself so I took it when they told me it would be
over here in MLK so I took it, but they told me i would come
here to get my credits back so I can go back to the grade I am
supposed to be in.”

■ To get help with my work
■ Just moved over here
■ I was not being successful in school
■ I dropped out
■ Its a good place to be
■ N/A
■ I was skipping school
■ A student
■ Lack of attendance due to location from school and credit

recovery
● What do you think is needed to make your hopes about the future come

true? What role do you have in making it come true?
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○ I have myself and my decisions to make my hopes on my future come
true.

○ I feel like i need better transportation
○ stay positive
○ I need more time to figure out how I'm gonna achieve complete the

goals I have set for me in this program, about which career I wanna
take.

○ What I need to make my hopes about the future is support and the
role i have is being a leader so its coming true

○ I think students should be able to get some hands on experience with
whatever field they want to get into in the future.

○ consistency
○ My high school diploma and finishing all my apex's
○ I already know how to make my products, I need materials and

promotions
○ apex
○ Stay consistent and remain focused. Being dedicated and focused.
○ successful
○ Positive support, and a good environment with people that are just as

motivated
○ Just some reminds every now and then. just letting me I'm on the

right path keep going
○ N/A
○ money
○ I think A good education is needed.
○ Dedication. A big one.
○ staying foucse dont let anything get in my way
○ hhh
○ to be consistent with the ,littel things in your life and set goals and

grow even more from it
○ a better job
○ I think that all i need to make my dream come true is a lot of

dedication and passion.
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○ My role is to get my diploma
○ idk keep dreaming ig
○ confidence, and i have confidence
○ Stay focus.
○ hard work and dedication
○ it takes being responsible to achieve our future
○ effort and a good mindset.
○ To make my career path come true I need self discipline and patience
○ The thing that is needed to make my hopes about the future come

true is commitment. As long as I am committed to doing something I
will get it done. The role that I have in making it come true is being
here in the REAL program now and not just that but I am a Hispanic
female that would like to make a difference in the world. I have
interest in helping people who are mentally ill and I feel like my
presence would be really helpful not just because of my culture but
also because based on what I have experienced. I know that I will
have the power to help a lot of people who are mentally ill once I get
my degree. I truly am excited!

○ my role is by doing it and dont complain about it.
● What do you need in order to be successful? What does success look like?

How will you be successful?
○ What I need would be my family to believe in me that I can do stuff

myself no matter how old I am cuz all you really need is sum faith and
confidence. Success looks like to me if I have my dream car and a
house that's how know I made it. I will be successful by making my
own decisions and not what others think because they aren't the
ones working for you.

○ Im pretty much on the right track to be successful i just think i need
to keep working hard

○ stay in your own lane
○ What I need in order to be successful is nothing more, I am having all

the help I need in the REAL program.
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○ what I need to be successful is motivation and support what success
look like is me always on time being on task I will be successful by
doing what i do right now and that be a leader

○ We need more resources to help get students jobs or resources that
allow students to some experience with whatever field they might
want to enter

○ i need to stay focused
○ I need a college degree and success look likes being financially

wealthy
○ a 3D printer and funding for the materials
○ apexx
○ Just determination and drive.
○ being you
○ i will be successful, by keeping my head on straight and making wise

and beneficial decisions
○ By staying on task an not letting up for no one
○ N/A
○ money
○ I have to be engaged in my work.
○ Dedication. Success looks like money. Being dedicated to my future.
○ i will be successful by givng 100% every day
○ hhh
○ being consistent and motivated
○ to graduate
○ in order to be successful i think you need an high school education

and you need to experience networking.
○ I dont know yet
○ A job
○ self-motivation ill be successful by doing me
○ keep trying and never give up.
○ working hard and confidence
○ The first thing is to trust me and be responsible
○ As of now i don't think i need nothing but a little gladness.
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○ In order to be better you have to want to be better
○ In order to be successful you need to have your priorities straight and

you need to have a lot of commitment. Success to me is whenever I
am constantly meeting my goals and I am constantly doing what I
have to do. I will be successful by going to college and I will be even
more successful once I've met all the requirements to become a
psychiatrist.

○ getting help from the real and by doing my work.
● Who are your favorite people in the REAL program? Why? Who has been your

favorite teacher? Why?
○ Mr.G is my favorite teacher I won't even lie I don't know how to spell

his name, but he's been my favorite teacher because He knows us
more and he's like one of us and he understands us and he's super
cool.

○ my favorite teacher has been ms.tisdell nobodys my favorite people
○ dont have none
○ My favorite people in the REAL program are my mentors and coaches.
○ my favorite people in the program is everyone i love all the teacher

and the reason why is because when i 1st came here they didnt treat
me new they treated me like i been here always supporting and
making sure im ok

○ Ms. Tisdell has been very good at making sure we are on task and in
line. Ms. Davis has helped many students, including myself, stay
motivated and keep working.

○ everyone
○ all my peers and Ms.Beda
○ Beda,Goins,Pierre,Tisdell,Garrett, Davis. They all been there for me

emotionally and helped me in some sort of way
○ n/a
○ Ms,G; warm welcomes Ms.Betta; always kend an ear, Ms.T; always

keeping it real and genuine.
○ everyone
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○ Ms.Tisdell, she is such a positive teacher to bbe around, and you can
tell shes a loving person and geniune i love her .... ALSO, NONE THE
LESS Ms.G, Mr.Goings, and Ms.Beda i can come to all them about
anything and they also make sure i am good and they check on me

○ Everybody to be honest, cs everybody support everybodys at REAL.
○ N/A
○ no one
○ I think I'm good with everybody
○ Everyone
○ Ms. Clark because she help me by accetping me to the real program

and giving me another chance
○ hhh
○ every body
○ mr.goings
○ Ms Clark,Mr Gowens,Mr peire,Ms Watson
○ Everyone is my favorite people
○ Ms. Clark
○ ms clark, ms o becuse they help me alot and encourage me
○ i dont have a favorite person i feel like it wouldn't be fair if i said i had

a favorite person.
○ nobody i dont have one
○ Ms.davis is the person who encouraged me to do everything I have to

do and because of her I am where I am
○ i feel like it wouldn't be fair if i had to pick a favorite person.
○ Ms.T and Ms.B are my favorite people at this program because im

comfortable communicating to them
○ Everyone in the program is considered my favorite teacher each and

every teacher have tried their best to help me keep moving forward.
Not just the teachers but the other staff as well. Ms. Garret and Ms.
Watson are the sweetest, Ms. Davis constantly always checks up on
me and is always so understanding, Ms. Beda is always there to give
advice or to listen to me, and Ms. Clark is always serious, but I love
how she always expects the best of us and she is actually really
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understanding and loving. Each and every staff at the REAL program is
great I am thankful to have had every single one of them in my life.

○ every one because they care about us.
● What do you think prevented you from learning/enjoying school at its

maximum at your previous school?
○ I didn't like going to my previous school because it was boring and

they don't really teach nothing.
○ The teachers, environment, respect, and the lunch
○ nothing
○ The environment prevented me from learning enjoying school at its

maximum at my previous school.
○ what prevented me from learning at school is it was a distraction i

wasnt really learning anything and the teachers dont care at school
○ The long school days and lack of engagement.
○ lack of focus and being a follower
○ my anxiety and home problems
○ Everything including myself
○ the food
○ Not feeling comfortable, feeling unseen and unheard.
○ I can come at 9:30
○ There were so many kids, and the teacher lacked helping every single

one of us it was so much going on and not a good environment to
focus on

○ Me not coming to school enough
○ N/A
○ my self
○ My study habits my sleep schedule.
○ Lousy work ethic, problems with personal life
○ myself i was skiiping class and coming late everyday
○ hhh
○ no motivation or support
○ the school time
○ The overcrowding of students made me uncomfortable
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○ The people around me
○ Me
○ the teachers wasnt teaching
○ the community and environment prevented me from learning in

school.
○ nothing
○ bad influences that should not be in school
○ the community prevented me from learning in school and i had

things going on in my life.
○ I felt like school was not all that necessary to have a successful career
○ What prevented me from learning at my previous school was

honestly the lack of uninterest towards students. Not just that but
emotional abuse from teachers and students. I also went through
depression, anxiety, and ptsd so that affected my attendance a lot. I
used to not have a plan at all because my depression was too much
but eventually I learned to overcome it and want to help other
people overcome it as well.

○ the teachers.
● What are some resources the REAL program could provide to help you be

more successful academically, socially, and emotionally? Please be specific.
(32 responses)

○ 9 - Idk, nothing really, nothing they already do it, They mastered
everything, N/A, nothing, nothing the REAL program is great, I feel
like the real program great as it is now, as of now i feel like it should
stay the same

○ 2 - Make the school time more shorter or let us get out earlier or
start school more late so we can get enough sleep and have our
minds straight, They could provide the time for more

○ 2 - All i really need is for the teachers not to talk to other people like
they a lil kid, not treat us like kids

○ 2 - Better uniforms, the dress code
○ 2 - Better transportation, Good transportation
○ 2 - Boxing, open gym
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○ I think the REAL program could use more resources to help the kids
get jobs.

○ Headphones
○ An bigger position to be able to advocate for my peers and self.
○ Perhaps a little more on hand activities
○ Being more engaged
○ Money
○ Staff and Teacher assistance
○ helping me complete my courses and pushing me to do better
○ Hhh
○ Poetry
○ Life
○ more time to find the path that will lead me to my goal that I set

myself when I entered the program
○ The REAL program has may job and internship opportunities

● What resources or support does the REAL program provide you that helps
you to be successful academically, socially, and emotionally? Please be
specific.

○ It supports us with respect and other type of things like teachers that
can talk to us and help us out on how we can become more
successful.

○ I can communicate when i feel like i need to
○ be positive
○ The resources the REAL program has provided to me is the person we

can talk to, the social worker, I was able to speak to her about what
was going on with disclosure and trust that it would be kept between
us. Sometimes having someone to speak to is great with such trust.

○ the resources the real bring is really everything for example i told
them i wanted to make music and they brought someone to help me
make a song if im not alright they notice it they will support me the
whole time till im feeling better whatever goal need or want they
going to support it and push me till i make it

○ The extra curriculars are very helpful and fun.
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○ it helps me by being more on task
○ The real program as help with reaching my right grade level not only

that but help realized how fun college will be and they hear my voice
○ Apex and connections
○ apex
○ A chance to voice my opinions
○ they have more resources
○ The speakers we talk to, them bringing in people with different

careers paths to talk to us
○ Getting us out, an showing us a whole another world an have we can

actually make money different ways.
○ N/A
○ work thats easy
○ Since I've been here my people skills have definitely got better.
○ A way to recover my credits
○ support me academically motivate me to do my work and stay foucs
○ hhh
○ the 'and life' part of this program
○ the early relise and letting us go on our own pace
○ apex and the mental health staff
○ The REAL program pays for 2 years of college as well as they help you

gain knowledge for the real world
○ Life skills
○ the REAL program has everything anyone needs
○ As of now i dont think i need an support.
○ im not sure
○ One of the most important resources is the apex because I was able

to grab my credits and be in the grade that I need to be.
○ As of now nothing.
○ The REAL program provides students with years of college debt free
○ The REAL program offers transportation, counseling, and will help

with any personal problems you might have..
○ time and respect.
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● There is at least one adult in the REAL program I can talk to if I have a
problem

○ SD→SA (2, 1, 1, 8, 21)
● I am treated with as much respect as other students

○ SD→SA (0, 1, 4, 9, 19)
● I feel like I belong in the REAL program

○ SD→SA (1, 2, 5, 7, 18)
● There is at least one adult in the REAL program I can talk to if I have a

problem
○ SD→SA (2, 1, 1, 8, 21)

● I am comfortable asking my teachers for help
○ SD→SA (1, 1, 5, 14, 12)

Staff
● Tell us about any resources the REAL program contributed to the community?

What impact do you feel the contributions were? Why?
○ n/a
○ I think we fell short in that area.
○ It’s giving kids that don’t have support the support they need. The

contributions were academics, enrichment, meals and caring
○ The REAL program has provided an alternative education to the

community. The impact has been beneficial because some of the
students would have found themselves behind in school and help
students with their self confidence.

○ I am unaware of any contributions REAL has made to the community.
○ The REAL program offers 2 year scholarships to students who

complete their coursework in 2023. This gives them them an
incentive to pursue a career that otherwise wouldn't be accessible to
them.

○ We have wrap-around services not only for our students but their
families. (Rental assistance, food, clothes). Also the works program.

○ This program contributes to students in an area of self-sufficiency,
thus giving the students in this program the confidence and tools to
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give back to the community. The REAL program allows the students to
obtain resources for job skills for gainful employment, also the team
members offer both physical and mental support.

● Are there any resources you believe could have been contributed that
weren't? If so, what would they be? Why do you feel these resources could
be impactful?

○ Mental health resources, parent workshops (job assistance, GED,
rental assistance, college information, financial literacy, etc). I also
think our students could participate in meaningful community
service. Sometimes by empowering the parents or the community
our students come from, the more they are willing to support REAL
and their student. It allows the student to have a circle of support -a
village- of informed people who share the same vision of success for
the student.

○ n/a
○ Transportation, this will support students with attendance issiies
○ I believe that an after school mentor program could be beneficial. I

believe that a lot of the students need some form of mentorship or
continuing coaching after school when they return back to their
problems that could reinforce things that have been taught
throughout the school day. I also believe a parent support group
program could be beneficial.

○ REAL should reach out to the community in the form of community
service events led by students. This will help students get a visual of
what the real world requires to operate and become a better place
for all.

○ I believe students would benefit from having a professional Health
Care specialist to educate them about self care and options related to
reproductive concerns.

○ n/a
○ Having a partnership with a clinic that we can directly refer our

students to will be impactful in terms of treatment and interventions.
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○ I hope we can accommodate some of our students who are
interested in becoming attorneys or pursue forensic investigative
careers. I feel these resources would be helpful for some students
who are interested in pursuing these types of careers. I feel like this
would have a great impact on the community. The sky is the limit!

● What we do in the REAL program will help students be successful in life
○ SD→SA (1, 2, 0, 4, 2)

● All students are treated with equal respect
○ SD→SA (1, 3, 2, 2, 1)

● My students ask for help when they need it
○ SD→SA (2, 4, 0, 2, 1)
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Appendix E: Mean of Likert Scaled Questions

Key 1 - Project Questions
● PQ1: How effectively does The HISD REAL Program, as designed and delivered, align with its stated mission,

vision, and goals?
● PQ2: How, if at all, does a student’s perception of school change due to participating in The HISD REAL

Program?
● PQ3: What factors impact a student’s choice of being involved in The HISD REAL Program?

Key 2 - Survey Question by Audience
● STUDENT QUESTIONS - 33
● PARENT QUESTIONS - 7
● STAFF QUESTIONS - 9

Strongly
Disagree 1

Disagree 2 Neutral 3 Agree 4
Strongly
Agree

5 Mean

I try things even if I might fail 1 0 7 10 15 4.15

My student will try things even if
he or she might fail 0 0 2 3 2 4.00

My students try things even if
they might fail 0 4 1 3 1 3.11

Overall 1 4 10 16 18 3.94

When my solution to a problem
is not working, I try to figure out
what went wrong 1 1 4 14 13 4.12

When my student’s solution to a
problem is not working, he or
she will try something else 0 0 1 4 2 4.14

My students figure out what
went wrong if their solution to a
problem doesn't work 1 4 0 4 0 2.78

Overall 2 5 5 22 15 3.88

How smart I am is something I
can change 1 0 4 11 17 4.30

My student believes they can
change how smart he or she is 0 0 0 6 1 4.14

Overall 1 0 4 17 18 4.28
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I take responsibility for working
on my goals 2 0 1 13 17 4.30

My student takes responsibility
for working on his or her goals 0 0 2 3 2 4.00

My students take responsibility
for working on their goals 1 4 2 1 1 2.67

Overall 3 4 5 17 20 3.96

I can calm myself down when I
am excited or upset 1 1 5 13 13 4.09

My student can calm down
when she or he is excited or
upset 0 0 5 1 1 3.43

My students can calm
themselves down when they are
excited or upset 1 3 3 2 0 2.67

Overall 2 4 13 16 14 3.73

I know I will graduate from high
school or achieve a graduation
equivalency 2 0 3 6 22 4.39

My student will graduate from
high school or a graduation
equivalency 0 0 0 2 5 4.71

Overall 2 0 3 8 27 4.45

I am a hard worker 1 1 1 9 21 4.45

My student is a hard worker 0 0 0 4 3 4.43

My students are hard workers 1 2 1 4 1 3.22

Overall 2 3 2 17 25 4.22

I finish whatever I begin 1 2 2 10 18 4.27

My student finishes whatever he
or she begins 0 0 2 5 0 3.71

My students finish what they
begin 1 2 3 2 1 3.00

Overall 2 4 7 17 19 3.96
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Setbacks don’t discourage me 1 3 5 10 14 4.00

Setbacks don't discourage my
student 0 0 3 4 0 3.57

Setbacks don't discourage my
students 2 5 1 1 0 2.11

Overall 3 8 9 15 14 3.59

I am hopeful about my future 1 1 2 11 18 4.33

My student is hopeful about his
or her future 0 0 0 2 5 4.71

My students are hopeful about
their futures 1 1 3 3 1 3.22

Overall 2 2 5 16 24 4.18

What we do in The HISD REAL
Program will help me be
successful in life 1 0 4 7 21 4.42

What The HISD REAL Program
does will help my student be
successful in life 0 0 0 2 5 4.71

What we do in the REAL
program will help students be
successful in life 1 2 0 4 2 3.44

Overall 2 2 4 13 28 4.29

One of my goals in class is to
learn as much as I can 1 0 2 14 16 4.33

It is easy to communicate my
thoughts and ideas 4 2 4 11 12 3.76

My student communicates his or
her thoughts and ideas 0 0 0 4 3 4.43

It is easy for my student's to
communicate their thoughts and
ideas 1 5 0 2 1 2.67

Overall 5 7 4 17 16 3.65
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I work hard at The HISD REAL
Program 1 1 2 10 19 4.36

My student works hard in The
HISD REAL Program 0 0 0 2 5 4.71

Overall 1 1 2 12 24 4.43

I am proud of The HISD REAL
Program 2 0 3 6 22 4.39

I am proud of The HISD REAL
Program 0 0 0 2 5 4.71

I am proud of The HISD REAL
Program 2 0 1 4 2 3.44

Overall 4 0 4 12 29 4.27

I have a plan for what I would
like to do after completing The
HISD REAL Program 2 0 2 12 17 4.27

My student has a plan after
completing The HISD REAL
Program 0 0 0 2 5 4.71

Overall 2 0 2 14 22 4.35

I am treated with as much
respect as other students 0 1 4 9 19 4.39

My student is treated with
respect in The HISD REAL
Program 0 0 0 2 5 4.71

All students are treated with
equal respect 1 3 2 2 1 2.89

Overall 1 4 6 13 25 4.16

I feel like I belong in The HISD
REAL Program 1 2 5 7 18 4.18

There is at least one adult in The
HISD REAL Program I can talk to
if I have a problem 2 1 1 8 21 4.36
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I am comfortable asking my
teachers for help 1 1 5 14 12 4.06

My students ask for help when
they need it 2 4 0 2 1 2.56

Overall 3 5 5 16 13 3.74

I can do almost all the work in
my class if I don’t give up 1 0 2 7 23 4.55

I am hopeful about my student's
future 0 0 0 2 5 3.67

I am proud of my student 0 0 0 2 5 3.67

My student is supported in The
HISD REAL Program 0 0 0 2 5 3.67
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Appendix F: Academic Success Job Description
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Appendix G: Managing Director of Programming Job Description
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Appendix H: Operations Associate Job Description
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Appendix I: HISD Academy Website
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Appendix J: 8MS and HISD REAL Program Overview
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Appendix K: Eight Million Stories Website
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Appendix L: Eight Million Stories Operating Policies and Procedures Manual
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Appendix M: Professional Development Session
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Appendix N: The REAL Program Impact Overview
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Appendix O: Concept Paper
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Appendix P: Apex Learning
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Appendix Q: Email from Executive Director Marvin Pierre regarding Student Offerings


